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The 1930s brought unprecedented inno-
vation in machine-age technology and
materials. Industrial designers from the
auto industry translated the principles of
aerodynamics and streamlining into
everyday objects like radios and toasters.
It was also a decade when an unequaled
variety of watch cases and movements
came into being. In lieu of hands to tell
time, one such complication, called a
jumping mechanism, utilized numerals
on a disc viewed through a window.
With its striking resemblance to the
dashboard gauges and radio dials of the
decade, the jump hour watch was indeed
“in tune” with the times!  

The Stauer 1930s Dashtronic deftly blends
the modern functionality of a 21-jewel
automatic movement and 3-ATM water
resistance with the distinctive, retro look
of a jumping display (not an actual

jumping complication). The stainless
steel 1 1/2" case is complemented with a
black alligator-embossed leather band.
The band is 9 1/2" long and will fit a 
7–8 1/2" diameter wrist.

Try the Stauer 1930s Dashtronic Watch for
30 days and if you are not receiving 
compliments, please return the watch for

a full refund of the purchase price. If you
have an appreciation for classic design
with precision accuracy, the 1930s
Dashtronic Watch is built for you. This
watch is a limited edition, so please act
quickly. Our last two limited edition
watches are totally sold out!

Time travel at the speed of a 1935 Speedster?

14101 Southcross Drive W.,
Dept. DRW619-02
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337

Not Available in Stores
Stauer 1930s Dashtronic Watch $99 +S&Hor
3 easy credit card payments of $33 +S&H

Call now to take advantage of this limited offer.

1-800-859-1602
Promotional Code DRW619-02
Please mention this code when you call.

www.stauer.com

True to Machine Art esthetics, the sleek
brushed stainless steel case is clear on the
back, allowing a peek at the inner workings.

Truly Unique

Stauer®
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from the editor

Climatechange is clear,
the best response is not

Whenever any publication ventures 
into the realm of climate science, swift 
response from global warming skeptics 
is sure to follow. Some of that response 
is venomous ideological nonsense, 
designed to intimidate journalists. But 
some of it raises legitimate questions 
that researchers can’t yet fully answer.

In this issue, Science News contributing editor Alexandra 
Witze explores some of the questions that today’s climate  
scientists are actively investigating, such as the precise role of 
aerosols in global climate dynamics and regional impacts of 
rising global temperatures (Page 24). Unanswered questions 
remain about other aspects of climate science (Page 28).

Such uncertainties are seized by some as evidence that cli-
mate science is untrustworthy. But science always encounters 
uncertainty at one level or another. Embracing uncertainty is 
one of science’s great strengths — it allows new information to 
modulate judgments and correct mistaken beliefs. The skill is 
in distinguishing between what is certain and what isn’t (or at 
least what lies closer to one end or the other of that spectrum). 

Many pieces of the climate science puzzle have been suf-
ficiently established to leave no room for intelligent doubt. 
Carbon dioxide (and certain other molecules) trap heat in the 
atmosphere, and the amounts of these molecules have been 
rising. Human activity, such as the burning of fossil fuels, 
pumps prodigious quantities of these chemicals into the air. 
And the planet’s temperature has been rising.

Some critics contend that these facts do not imply that 
warming will continue as levels of heat-trapping gases rise, but 
the world’s leading climate scientists (and the world’s most 
reputable scientific bodies) argue otherwise. Yet there is a 
realm for legitimate climate change debate — namely, what to 
do about it. Much of the antagonism toward climate science 
seems motivated not by the conclusions about warming and its 
impacts, but rather by the actions recommended to counteract 
it. Science does not say what the proper course of action should 
be — whether using renewable energy, building power plants 
that sequester carbon or simply planning to live in a warmer 
world. Some proposed actions may indeed bring unpalatable 
consequences and therefore understandable opposition. But 
the debaters on both sides should acknowledge that the costs 
of taking action, or not, in response to climate change have 
nothing to do with the science establishing that climate change 
is happening. —Tom Siegfried, Editor in Chief
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The (-est) 
Scientists have discovered the oldest 
dragonfl y specimen preserved in amber. 
The dragonfl y is in a previously unknown 
subfamily and lived about 100 million 
years ago. What’s especially odd is the 
dragonfl y’s missing head. Also caught in 
the amber are the foot and tail of a small 
lizard, which the researchers suspect 

snatched the head. The lizard bits resem-
ble those of a modern alligator lizard, says 

study coauthor George Poinar of Oregon 
State University in Corvallis. The fi ndings 

appear in the December Palaeodiversity. 
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Scientific Observations
“An understanding of the complex interactions 
between social and ecological systems is essential 
for securing the long-term sustainability of water 
and other natural resources, and will require new 
forms of scientific interaction that discipline-bound 
traditions make difficult. Understanding these 
interactions also requires a great deal of ecological 
data not currently available, including information 
on the distribution of organisms, their functional traits (that is, their role 
in an ecosystem and their performance under different conditions), and 
how they interact with other species, social systems and the physical 
environment. We need global biodiversity assessments and ecosystem-
service frameworks for advancing our understanding of the link between 
biodiversity and ecosystem services.” — ECOLOGIST MARGARET PALMER OF THE UNIVERSITY 

OF MARYLAND CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE, IN THE SEPT. 30 NATURE

Science Future

December 5
Closing ceremony of the 2010 
World Memory Championships 
in Guangzhou, China. See www.
worldmemorychampionship.com

December 13 – 14
Geminid meteor shower, all 
night but best after moonset 
around midnight. Look east and 
up. Info at http://earthsky.org

December 17 
Mummies of the World exhibit 
debuts in Milwaukee as part 
of its three-year tour. See 
www.mummiesoftheworld.com

SN Online
www.sciencenews.org

ATOM & COSMOS
Supermagnetized neutron 
stars may power more 
gamma-ray bursts than 
astronomers thought. 
See “Magnetars may fuel 
briefer bursts.”

EARTH
Climate scientists turn to 
crowdsourcing to digitize 
old weather records from 
ships. Read “Mining the 
maritime past for clues to 
climate’s future.”

SCIENCE NOTEBOOK

Science Past | FROM THE ISSUE OF DECEMBER 3, 1960

asthma clue from horses — Research into the deaths 
of thoroughbred horses, especially foals, has produced 
an entirely new approach to the treatment of asthma, 

hay fever and skin troubles in human 
beings…. During the course of the inves-
tigation on horses, a substance was found 
in certain white cells in the horses’ blood 
that played an active part in the control 
of histamine, frequently the cause of 
surgical and accidental shock.… Earlier 

research work has shown that the effects of this excess 
were automatically reduced in the presence of white 
blood cells (leucocytes) known as eosinophils. This sug-
gested that injections of eosinophils might be used to 
combat histamine.

Science Stats | SHINY STUFF

BODY & BRAIN
Women’s naturally low risk  
of developing gout doesn’t 
erase the adverse effects 
of sugary soft drinks. Read 
“Fructose poses gout risks 
even in women.” 

Men who support laptops 
with their knees together 
may develop wimpy sperm. 
See “Laptops and infertil-
ity: It matters how you sit.”

Each country or territory’s size indicates the dollar value of its net metal 
exports, including bulk metals and manufactured items such as spoons. 

Worldwide 
metal 
exports

SOURCE: © SASI GROUP/UNIV. OF SHEFFIELD, MARK NEWMAN/UNIV. OF MICHIGAN
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In the News
 “ If you see a stroke victim, I would sing, I would stroke their face, 
I would do whatever I can. ” — RON FROSTIG, PAGE 14

Technology Holographic movies on horizon

Life Trading fur-combing for baby-holding

Environment BPA can seep into skin 

Body & Brain MRIs tell when strokes strike

Neuroscience A better prosthetic retina

Earth Biodiversity bloomed in tropical heat

Genes & Cells RNA can be unfaithful

By Susan Milius

S orry, Fido. A paper in the jour-
nal Science has just ascribed 
“elegance and complexity” to 
the way cats drink.

A dog drinks by forming its tongue 
into a little cup that merely ladles liq-
uid into its mouth, says coauthor Pedro 
Reis of MIT. “Cats are much more 
sophisticated in the knowledge of fl uid 
dynamics,” he deadpans.

Instead of scooping, cats use what the 
researchers describe as a “subtle mech-
anism” in which water sticks to the tip 
of the tongue and is pulled up into the 
mouth, taking advantage of the water’s 
inertia. Though cats have been lapping 
liquids in public for millennia and early 
high-speed photography revealed some 
basic aspects of their drinking, Reis says 
he knows of no detailed analysis of the 
phenomenon preceding the one he and 
his colleagues published online Novem-
ber 11. “It’s amazing how you look at 
something and think, somebody must 
have studied that before. But as happens 
with many things in everyday life, that is 
not the case,” Reis says.

He and his colleagues do cite scenes 
of cats drinking from Quicker ’n a Wink, 

Cats lap liquids 
with a flick of 
the tongue and 
fluid dynamics
Imbibing a delicate interplay 
between inertia and gravity

High-speed movies of house pet Cutta 
Cutta drinking helped owner Roman 
Stocker and his colleagues explain how 
cats get liquids from bowl to mouth.

a 1940 fi lm featuring MIT professor and 
high-speed photography pioneer Harold 
“Doc” Edgerton. The fi lm won an Oscar,  
but Edgerton never completely eluci-
dated how cats drink.

The gaps in lapping analysis do not sur-
prise functional morphologist Rebecca Z. 
German of Johns Hopkins School of Med-
icine in Baltimore. “What we know about 
mammalian feeding is woefully incom-
plete,” she says. It’s hard to observe, and 
scientists have studied other feats such as 
locomotion in much more detail.

Unlike people and pigs and sheep, 
cats and most other adult carnivores 
don’t have the right kind of cheeks to 
suck in a liquid. If a bowl or a puddle is 
shallow enough, a cat plunges its tongue 
to the bottom and essentially licks the 
liquid off. But the motion known as 

lapping works quite differently.
Figuring out the mechanics of cat lap-

ping took high-speed photography; the 
project’s lappers-in-residence typically 
managed 3.5 dips of the tongue per sec-
ond. What the camera revealed is that a 
cat shoots its tongue down in a J shape, 
with the tongue tip curled under to touch 
the liquid’s surface, explains coauthor 
Roman Stocker, also of MIT. The tip 
does not scoop into the liquid but pulls 
directly back into the mouth, reaching 
peak speeds of 78 centimeters per second.

Liquid adheres to the tip of the tongue 
and rises in a column as the tip retracts. 
Just before gravity can overcome the 
rising liquid’s inertia and collapse the 
column in a splash, the cat catches the top 
portion of the liquid column in its mouth.

Along with watching movies of cats 
drinking, researchers tested their ideas 
about the process with a device that 
tapped a disk against a liquid and pulled 
upward at whatever speed the research-
ers wanted. With this device and a lot of 
calculation, the researchers were able to 
confi rm or collapse various hypotheses.

At first researchers thought that the 
distinctive roughness of a cat’s tongue 
would play a role in pulling up the liquid 
column, Stocker says. Wrong. Cat tongues 
have smooth tips, and, as it turns out, a 
smooth, wet surface works well for lap-
ping. To get similar wetting properties in 
their experimental setup, the researchers 
used a glass disk in their test device.

The viscosity of the liquid did not make 
a difference in the process, at least within 

STORY ONE
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the range of water or milk or anything 
else a cat would likely lap, the research-
ers say. Instead the main factors were the 
inertia of the rising liquid and gravity.

The tug-of-war between inertia and 
gravity dictates many natural move-
ments involving fluids, from the way a 
duck swims to the Jesus lizard’s ability 
to sprint short distances over water. The 
relationship between the two forces is 
characterized by a quantity known as 
the Froude number. In the case of feline 
lapping the Froude number is near 1, 
indicating that inertia and gravity are 
roughly in balance in the water column  
pulled up by a cat’s tongue.

A gray house cat named Cutta Cutta 
inspired the study and served as its 
primary participant. But researchers 
analyzed lapping motions in other felines 
as well by videotaping zoo animals and 
looking at the fine selection of videos on 
YouTube that depict cats drinking. The 
researchers noted that lions lap more 
slowly than house cats do, and showed 
that drinking pace is related to body 
weight in a similar way for all the species 

Back Story | stopping time

for today’s top stories, visit 
sn today at www.sciencenews.org

in the news

studied. The various cats lick at a pace 
that allows them to consume the most 
liquid possible in the shortest time.

Studies like the cat analysis offer 
insight into basic puzzles of the evolution 
of mammalian feeding. “All infant mam-
mals suckle by very similar mechanisms, 

yet there is tremendous variation in adult 
drinking mechanisms,” German says. 
Also, understanding nature’s diverse 
drinking strategies may inspire help for 
the many people who struggle to swallow.

And then there’s the inherent cool fac-
tor, which German rates high. s

to get a sip of milk, a cat curls the tip of its tongue into a J shape (top center) and
touches it to the surface of the liquid (top right), then pulls up a column of liquid 
that adheres to the tongue (bottom left). Before the column can collapse under its 
own weight, the cat snaps its mouth shut (bottom center) to catch a few drops.

researchers have used high-speed photography to investi-
gate the details of animal motion since the 1870s, when 
photographer eadweard muybridge teamed with industri-
alist and stanford university founder leland stanford to 
demonstrate that galloping horses lift all four hooves off 
the ground. muybridge set up a series of cameras to pho-
tograph a horse at 0.04-second intervals as it ran along 
a track, showing that all four hooves do in fact leave the 
ground simultaneously (top) — but not as many artists had 
imagined. a painting (bottom) by the english artist george 
stubbs (1724 – 1806) depicts a horse with its legs splayed 
out in a configuration that would be possible only if the ani-
mal hopped along like a rabbit.

in the 20th century, photographic studies by research-
ers such as mit professor harold edgerton revealed the 
mechanics of human motion and the flight of bats and birds. 
more recent studies have harnessed high-speed cameras 
and pulsing lasers to show how hummingbirds can hover 
over an open flower by using a few aerodynamic tricks also 
employed by insects.
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On the horizon: Holographic Skype
Researchers are close to making 3-D telepresence a reality

By Marissa Cevallos

A palm-sized Princess Leia pleading for 
help is no longer science fiction.

Arizona researchers have created 
the first 3-D hologram movie that plays 
almost in real time, they report in the 
Nov. 4 Nature. It’s the fastest known 
demonstration of telepresence, in which 
a moving 3-D hologram depicts a scene 
relayed live from another location.

The key to the invention is a new type 
of plastic that can refresh the hologram 
once every two seconds. While that’s too 
slow to watch the Super Bowl in 3-D, 
the researchers estimate that live holo-
graphic TV could be coming in seven to 
10 years.

“It is very, very close to reality,” says 
physicist Nasser Peyghambarian of 
the University of Arizona in Tucson. 
“Something that was science fiction is  
something we can do today.”

Holograms form when light bounces 
off material created with grooves in 
just the right places to project an image 
away from the surface. The image is 
even crisper when the illuminating light 
waves march in step, as they do in a laser.

Holographic video is already possible, 
albeit painfully slow — the U.S. military 
records enemy territory in 3-D, but 
refreshing each frame of the video can 
take an entire day. The Arizona team cre-
ated a quicker way to play holographic 
video in 2008, but each frame still took 
four minutes to generate. Now they’ve 
cut the time to just two seconds.

In the setup, 16 cameras snap pictures 
of an object from different angles. The 
images are piped into a desktop PC, which 
processes the data into holographic 
pixels, or “hogels.” The hogels are sent 
electronically to another location where 
they are transformed into an optical 
signal. Then the hogels are transmitted 
by a laser onto the back side of a plastic 

screen. When the laser hits it, the plastic 
screen undergoes chemical reactions 
that temporarily record the most recent 
set of images in the data stream.

A particular color of light illuminates 
the plastic screen in a precise way to 
create the holographic image. Then the 
screen is erased, creating a clean slate 

for the next image. The quick succession 
of images creates a 3-D movie. 

But unlike Princess Leia, the new holo-
gram can’t float in space. Instead, Leia’s 
image would appear to stick out from a 
screen’s surface. “You need a screen, a sup-
port to display the image,” says Arizona 
physicist Pierre-Alexandre Blanche.

Before holographic devices hit living 
rooms, though, the holograms need to 
be bigger and faster. The researchers 
will have to upgrade their 50 hertz laser 
to one that operates at faster gigahertz 
speeds, scale up the size of the screen 
and miniaturize their instrumentation. 

“But I don’t think there’s any funda-
mental physics that would prevent us 
from getting there,” Peyghambarian says. 
The exact technological route to holo-
graphic TV is still up in the air, as other 
scientists take different approaches to 
creating moving holograms.

“Each group is doing it in a slightly 
different way and there hasn’t emerged 
a single, universally agreed-upon way,” 
says Michael Bove of the MIT Media 
Lab. “Right now, each technology has 
some limitation.” 

in the news

Technology For longer versions of these and other 
Technology stories, visit www.sciencenews.org

A new material allows holographic
images sent via the Internet to refresh 
every two seconds, bringing researchers 
a step closer to 3-D videochats and TV.

Sensor picks up
elusive explosive
handheld device can detect 
TaTP, a favorite of terrorists

By Rachel Ehrenberg

A handheld device that sniffs out the 
same powerful explosive employed 
by the would-be shoe bomber may be 
coming soon to an airport near you.  
Chemists have developed a sensor that 
reacts to minute amounts of TATP, an 
explosive favored by terrorists because 
it is easy to make and difficult to detect.

The new sensor consists of a postage 
stamp–sized array of dyes that change 
color when they react with certain com-
pounds. When air containing triacetone 

triperoxide, or TATP, is drawn toward 
the sensor, it passes over a chemical 
catalyst. Some of the TATP in the air 
reacts with the catalyst and the resulting 
mixture hits the dyes. The ensuing reac-
tions yield a specific color pattern that 
is discernible within minutes, research-
ers report in the Nov. 10 Journal of the 
American Chemical Society.

Chemically speaking, TATP has few 
distinct features, making it difficult 
to detect by standard techniques. But 
the new sensor responds to amounts 
below 2 parts per billion, says chemist  
Kenneth Suslick of the University of Illi-
nois at Urbana-Champaign, who led the 
work. His team is now taking steps to con-
vert the prototype into a commercially 
available device that could be waved over 
suitcases or placed inside walk-through 
chemical detectors at airports. 
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Will groom mom
for baby cuddles
market forces govern infant’s 
value within monkey groups

By Susan Milius

“Do my hair before you touch my baby” is 
the rule among mother vervet monkeys 
and sooty mangabeys when it comes to 
letting a neighbor snuggle their infants.

As in some other primates, monkey 
babies attract crowds of females eager to 
touch, hold and make silly lip-smacking 
noises at the little ones, says primatolo-
gist Cécile Fruteau of Tilburg University 
in the Netherlands. Her novel study of 
infant-touching etiquette in the vervets 
and mangabeys adds them to the short 
list of animals known to have “mar-
kets” for baby fondling: Moms must be 
groomed for a sufficient time before they 
let the groomer touch the baby.

What makes this exchange a market is 
the way sufficient grooming time changes 
with the baby supply, Fruteau and her col-
leagues explain in a paper posted online in 
Animal Behaviour. The price for access to 
a group’s only infant, measured in groom-
ing time for mom, fell when the number 
of little cuties available for cuddling rose.

Price is sensitive to other variables as 
well, says Fruteau, who documented for 
the first time that infant age makes a dif-
ference in how much grooming the baby 
attracts to mom. Newborns earn their 
mothers the longest grooming sessions. 
One newborn mangabey, for example, 
the only baby in its group at the time, 
earned about 10 minutes of fur cleaning 
and combing for its mom. In contrast, 
another lone baby didn’t even earn four 
minutes of grooming once it had reached 
the advanced age of almost 3 months.

Grooming time also correlated with 
access to vervet babies but not with fon-
dling time or the degree of familiarity 
allowed. With enough grooming, moms 
permitted pretty much any female in 
their group to at least touch or sniff the 
baby. But it was mostly females with a 
history of grooming mom who could 
actually hold the baby.

“Prices” for a baby encounter also 
varied with rank, as in other infant- 
handling markets, Fruteau says. A female 
ranking lower in the group hierarchy of 
either species had to groom longer for 
access than a high-ranked monkey did.

Grooming-for-cooing trades have also 
been reported in chacma baboons and 
long-tailed macaques. In spider monkeys, 
the currency is hugging, not grooming.

Comparisons with markets can cer-

fraction of day some 
primates spend on 
reciprocal grooming

female vervet monkeys 
(without infants) that 
reciprocate grooming

female vervets  
(with infants) that 
reciprocate grooming

20
percent

90
percent

9
percent

Life

Slimy net foils biting pests
if you were to find yourself in the jungle without a mosquito 
net, slathering yourself in snot might be a good course of 
action. it works for fish: australian scientists found that some 
coral reef fish are protected from biting isopods, a marine 
equivalent of mosquitoes, by the blob of mucus the fish 
don each night. it wasn’t clear how the coat served certain 
parrot fish (shown) and wrasses. But when a university of 
Queensland team put tiny parasitic isopods — bloodsucking 
crustaceans closely related to lice — into tubs with parrot fish, 
only 10 percent of fish with intact mucus cocoons had bites, 
versus 94 percent of fish without cocoons. making the cocoon 
is an efficient protection strategy, costing a mere 2.5 percent 
of the fishes’ daily energy budget, the researchers report 
online november 17 in Biology Letters. — Rachel Ehrenberg 

In South Africa, a baby vervet monkey
peeks out from mom’s embrace. Other 
females must pay to play, grooming 
mom for access to her infant.

tainly be useful, says primatologist 
Rebecca E. Frank of Los Angeles Valley 
College in Valley Glen, Calif., “but it just 
leaves some aspects of female exchange 
unexplained.” In her study of olive 
baboons, about two-thirds of groom-
ing encounters, even without babies 
involved, don’t get promptly or obviously 
reciprocated. These partners appear to 
have long-term relationships that don’t 
require immediate settling of accounts.

It remains unclear why babies stir such 
urges to fondle, Fruteau says. For vervets 
and mangabeys that’s largely a female urge. 
Males interact more with older kids. 
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Lower pH harms
coral’s fertility
acidifying oceans may halve 
the supply of reef builders

By Susan Milius

By midcentury, growing acidification of 
the world’s oceans may undermine sex-
ual reproduction in elkhorn coral badly 
enough to halve the supply of youngsters 
settling down to build reef.

Acidification, which happens as 
increasing levels of atmospheric carbon 
dioxide dissolve in the ocean and form 
acid, is expected to threaten reefs world-
wide in coming decades. In lab tests with 
seawater modified to reflect conditions 
expected later this century, sperm of the 
elkhorn coral, Acropora palmata, fertil-
ized eggs 13 percent less often on average 
compared with sperm in today’s seawater, 
says Rebecca Albright of the University 
of Miami. At low sperm concentrations, 
which Albright suspects more realisti-
cally model life in the sea, fertilization 
success fell by as much as 64 percent.

Even when fertilization was successful, 

the resulting larvae had more trouble 
getting established on a reef, Albright 
and her colleagues report online Novem-
ber 8 in the Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences.

Since the beginning of the industrial 
revolution, global seawater has dropped 
from about 8.2 on the pH scale to between 
about 8.05 and 8.1. Each unit on the scale 
reflects a shift in acid concentration by a 
power of 10, so the effect to date has been 
about a 30 percent increase in acid level.

For the tests, Albright and her col-
leagues bubbled carbon dioxide gas into 
natural seawater to mimic the predicted 
ocean chemistry of a world where emis-
sions have driven atmospheric carbon 
dioxide from the current concentra-
tion of about 387 parts per million up to  
560 ppm, an increase that could occur by 
midcentury if emissions are not abated.

She and her colleagues also tested a 
case of atmospheric carbon dioxide levels  
reaching about 800 ppm by 2100. Elk-
horn coral fertilization and settlement 
suffered even more at those concentra-
tions. The pH change could reduce the 
supply of established youngsters on a 
reef by 73 percent, the researchers say.

Sexual reproduction is not the only 
way corals expand. Individuals can clone 
themselves, but sex maintains the genetic 
diversity that researchers hope will help 
corals cope with a disrupted environment.

“It is a big deal if you lose sexual 
reproduction, even in species with very 
effective means of reproducing asexu-
ally,” says ecologist Steve Gaines of the 
University of California, Santa Barbara, 
because in corals and most other inver-
tebrates the sexually produced offspring 
are the ones that colonize new places. 

in the news

Environment for longer versions of these and other 
Environment stories, visit www.sciencenews.org

Elkhorn corals release their sperm and
eggs at night. Coral fertilization could 
decline as seawater pH drops.

BPA passes easily through the skin
finding may explain high levels of chemical seen in cashiers

By Janet Raloff

Bisphenol A readily passes through skin, 
scientists report. The finding suggests 
handling store receipts could be a signif-
icant source of exposure to the chemical, 
which has been linked to health concerns.

A majority of thermal receipt papers 
employ BPA in their heat-sensitive color-
change coating (SN: 8/28/10, p. 5), a 
powdery substance that can rub off.

In the new study, toxicologist Daniel  
Zalko of the French National Institute for 
Agricultural Research in Toulouse and 
colleagues collected pig ears minutes 

after slaughter. The researchers then 
applied various amounts of BPA to the 
pig skin. The lowest concentration deliv-
ered a dose of BPA in the ballpark of 
what could rub off onto a person’s skin 
from handling receipt paper, Zalko says. 

In three days, more than half of the BPA 
had diffused through the cultured skin. In 
a live animal, he says, the chemical would 
probably have entered the bloodstream.

Researchers ran similar tests using 
tiny samples of healthy abdominal skin 
that had been removed from women dur-
ing surgeries. Again, almost half of the 
applied BPA passed through the tissue.

The findings, posted online October 
27 in Chemosphere, are “unequivocal in 
showing that yes, BPA can go through 
human skin,” says Frederick vom Saal 
of the University of Missouri-Columbia.

They may also explain another finding: 
Among nearly 400 pregnant Cincinnati-
area women, cashiers had the highest 
BPA concentrations in their urine, sci-
entists report in an upcoming issue of 
Environmental Health Perspectives. 

Because BPA can’t be seen or smelled, 
consumers have had no way to identify 
receipt paper with the chemical. That 
should change soon. On November 8, 
Wisconsin-based Appleton Paper — the 
sole source of BPA-free U.S. thermal-
receipt paper — began embedding tiny 
red fibers to mark its paper. 
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Wandering mind
is unhappy mind
Even pleasant distractions
aren’t better than none at all

Aboriginal time flows east to west
Sun’s trajectory may define schedules for one remote group

By Bruce Bower

A wandering mind often stumbles down-
hill emotionally. People spend nearly 
half their waking hours thinking about 
stuff other than what they’re actually 
doing, and these imaginary rambles fre-
quently feel bad, according to a new study 
that surveyed volunteers’ activities and 
moods at random times via their iPhones.

By Bruce Bower

In a remote part of Australia, time rises 
in the east and sets in the west. Aborigi-
nes living there assume that time moves 
westward, apparently in accord with the 
sun’s daily arc across the sky.

These hardy foragers think about the 
day after tomorrow as two days to the 
west, the olden days as far to the east, and 
the progression of a person’s life from 
infancy to old age as running to the west. 
Stanford psychologist Lera Boroditsky 
and linguist Alice Gaby of the University 
of California, Berkeley report the first 
study of this group’s sense of time in an 
upcoming Psychological Science. 

Grounding time in absolute directions 
makes it imperative for these people, 
called Pormpuraawans, to know which 
way they’re facing at all times. For them, 
time flows from left to right when fac-
ing south, from right to left when facing 
north, toward the body when facing east 
and away from the body when facing west.

Pormpuraawans rarely use terms for 
right and left and instead refer to absolute 
directions; for example, “Move your cup 

People’s minds wander at least 30 per - 
cent of the time during all activities 
except sex, say graduate student Matthew 
Killingsworth and psychologist Daniel  
Gilbert, both of Harvard University. 
Individuals feel considerably worse 
when their minds wander to unpleasant 
or neutral topics, as opposed to focusing 
on current pursuits, Killingsworth and 
Gilbert report in the Nov. 12 Science.

These new findings jibe with philo-
sophical and religious teachings that 
assert happiness is found by living in 
the moment and learning to resist mind 
wandering, Killingsworth says.

Mind wandering serves useful pur-
poses, he acknowledges, such as providing 

to the north-northwest a little bit.”
Culture powerfully influences how 

people conceive of time, in Boroditsky’s 
view. “Pormpuraawans think about 
time in ways that other groups cannot, 
because those groups lack the necessary 
spatial knowledge,” she says.

Previous studies have indicated that 
people use their bodies as 
a reference to lay out time. 
In the United States, time is 
generally thought of as run-
ning from left to right. Other 
populations arrange time 
from right to left, back to 
front or front to back.

“This new finding is of great 
significance since cognitive 
scientists have assumed that 
time representations must be body-
based,” remarks Asifa Majid of the Max 
Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics in  
Nijmegen, the Netherlands.

Cultural differences in thinking about 
spatial orientation shape time represen-
tations, proposes Daniel Haun, also of 
the Max Planck Institute for Psycholin-
guistics. In 2009, Haun described how 

On a scale of 0 to 100, average  
happiness reported while mind 
wanders to unpleasant topics

On 0 to 100 scale, average 
happiness reported while 
focusing on a task at hand43 70Humans

Namibian hunter-gatherers remem-
ber dance steps and other movements 
according to absolute directions. 

Some evidence suggests that an innate 
tendency to navigate using external 
landmarks and absolute directions 
translates to a body-centered viewpoint 
in certain cultures (SN: 2/10/07, p. 88).

The team studied 14 Pormpuraawans 
and 14 Stanford students. In one task, 
participants were asked to lay out cards 
depicting a progression over time, such 

as a man at different ages. In 
another, volunteers denoted 
time periods using stone 
markers. If the experiment-
er’s stone represented today, 
for example, volunteers indi-
cated spots for yesterday and 
tomorrow. 

U.S. students always por-
trayed time as moving from 
left to right, regardless of 

what direction they were facing. Most 
Pormpuraawans depicted time as mov-
ing from east to west, so time’s flow 
shifted course as they changed direction.

The few body-based responses among 
Aborigines may reflect increasing expo-
sure to television and Western life as well 
as unfamiliarity with arranging objects in 
sequences, Boroditsky suggests. 

a way to reflect on past actions or plan 
for the future. “That’s not a recipe for 
happiness, even if it’s necessary.”

In the new study, people’s minds 
wandered more often to pleasant topics 
than to unpleasant or neutral topics. But 
those reveries offered no measurable 
mood boost over thinking about tasks at 
hand, the researchers find.

It’s important to note that the new 
data apply only in the short run, com-
ments psychologist Jonathan Schooler 
of the University of California, Santa 
Barbara. “Positive flights of fancy may 
lead to creative problem solving and 
planning that makes people happier 
down the road,” he speculates. 

For one group, 
time flows 
from left to 
right when 

facing south 
and right to 
left when 

facing north.
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Gene variants 
help stop HIV
Immune changes combat 
virus in ‘elite controllers’

By Nathan Seppa

Variations in an immune system gene 
account for at least part of the uncanny 
ability of some people to withstand an 
HIV infection without developing AIDS, 
researchers report online November 4 
in Science. The study confi rms past data 
linking the gene, called HLA-B, to HIV 
defense and narrows researchers’ focus 
to molecular changes brought on by par-
ticular variations in the gene.

About one in 300 people with HIV 
are “elite controllers.” Though infected 
with the virus, their immune systems 
somehow control the disease such that 
it rarely progresses, even without medi-
cine. Scientists have long thought that 

understanding this protection could help 
to create drugs or a vaccine against HIV.

In the new study, a multinational con-
sortium of researchers identifi ed more 
than 1 million genetic variations in blood 
samples from people with HIV, some elite 
controllers and some not. The scientists 
were able to spot more than 300 varia-
tions that differed substantially between 
the groups, says study co author Paul 
de Bakker of Harvard Medical School 
and Brigham and Women’s Hospital in 

Boston. For example, a variant 
called HLA-B*57:01 showed up 
fi ve times as often in controllers 
as in the others.

The HLA-B protein comes 
in many varieties, each encoded 

by a slightly different version of the 
HLA-B gene. The protein provides an 

essential immune function, collecting 
viral fragments in cells and displaying 
them on the cell surface for inspection 
by marauding immune enforcers called 
CD8 T cells, which give each protein 
fragment a thumbs-up or thumbs-down. 
If the CD8 T cell disapproves of a frag-
ment, the whole cell gets destroyed.

By analyzing the structure of the 
HLA-B protein variants and noting 
which were linked to protection against 
HIV, the researchers were able to zero in 
on a handful of amino acids — the molec-
ular building blocks of proteins — that 
are instrumental to the all-important 
binding of HLA-B proteins to HIV frag-
ments in a cell. 

IN THE NEWS

Body & Brain

By binding tightly to a fragment of the 
virus (center), one form of the HLA-B 
protein may help stymie HIV.

Immune changes combat 

Boston. For example, a variant 
called 
fi ve times as often in controllers 

by a slightly different version of the 
HLA-B

essential immune function, collecting 
viral fragments in cells and displaying By binding tightly to a fragment of the 

virus (center), one form of the HLA-B 

MRIs able to pinpoint time of stroke
Prompt scans could expand usefulness of clot-busting drugs

By Nathan Seppa

MRI scans of stroke patients can indicate 
when the stroke occurred, a revelation 
that could allow more aggressive treat-
ment to limit brain damage, researchers 
report in the December Radiology.

When a clot obstructs an artery in the 
brain, an estimated 2 million neurons 
are lost each minute as tissue is starved 
of blood and oxygen. A clot-busting drug 
called tPA, or tissue plasminogen activa-
tor, can often dissolve the clot and free 
up the vessel. But the drug is generally 
considered safe to administer only in 
the fi rst three to 4.5 hours after a stroke 
begins (SN: 10/25/08, p. 16).

Stroke patients typically get a CT 
scan when they show up at the hospital, 
says neurologist Andrew Barreto of the

University of Texas Medical School at 
Houston. But a CT scan cannot pin-
point when a stroke began. Neither can 
many patients, either because they can’t 
recall exactly when their symptoms fi rst 
appeared or because they woke up already 
in the throes of a stroke. In such cases, 
doctors hesitate to give tPA if too many 
hours might have passed. Giving tPA too 
late won’t help tissue that’s already dead 
and risks causing bleeding in the brain.

In the new study, physicians Catherine 
Oppenheim and Mina Petkova of the 
University of Paris Descartes examined 
magnetic resonance imaging scans of 
130 patients, average age 65, who had 
been admitted to a Paris hospital with 
clot-based strokes for which onset times 
were known. About half had undergone 
MRIs within three hours of onset, while 

the others were imaged three to 12 hours 
after symptoms started.

The doctors examined the MRI scans 
without knowing how long after the 
stroke each had been performed. Apply-
ing three standard tests, the researchers 
made measurements to assess the extent 
of dead tissue in the brain resulting from 
a clot. One measurement, called fl uid-
attenuated inversion recovery, clearly 
distinguished between MRIs taken dur-
ing the fi rst three hours and those taken 
later. That measurement was accurate in 
about 90 percent of cases, whereas the 
other tests were less exact.

“These data look provocative,” Barreto 
says. “If a CT scan shows no bleeding but 
subtle changes, you don’t always know 
what to do with the patient. That’s where 
an MRI is superior.” Although an MRI 
can take 30 to 45 minutes to complete, 
Baretto says, that delay might be worth-
while if the readings expand the group of 
patients who could benefi t from tPA. 
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It’s amazing how technology has changed
the way we live. Since the end of the 
Second World War, more products have
been invented than in all of recorded 
history. After WWII came the invention 
of the microwave oven, the pocket 
calculator, and the first wearable 
hearing aid. While the first two have 
gotten smaller and more affordable, 
hearing aids haven’t changed much. Now
there’s an alternative… Neutronic Ear.

First of all, Neutronic Ear is not a 
hearing aid; it is a PSAP, or Personal 
Sound Amplification Product. Until 
PSAPs, everyone
was required to
see the doctor,
have hearing tests,
have fitting 
a p p o i n t m e n t s  
( n u m e r o u s  
visits) and then
pay for the 
i n s t r u m e n t s
without any in-
surance coverage.
These devices can
cost up to $5000
each! The high
cost and inconvenience drove an innovative
scientist to develop the Neutronic Ear PSAP. 

Neutronic Ear has been designed with 
the finest micro-digital electronic 
components available to offer superb 
performance and years of use. Many 
years of engineering and development
have created a product that’s ready to 
use right out of the box. The patented 
case design and unique clear tube make it
practical and easy to use. The entire 
unit weighs only 1/10th of an ounce, 
and it hides comfortably behind either
ear. The tube is designed to deliver 
clear crisp sound while leaving the ear
canal open. The electronic components
are safe from moisture and wax buildup,

and you won’t feel like you have a circus
peanut jammed in your ear. Thanks to a
state-of-the-art manufacturing process
and superior design, we can make 
Neutronic Ear affordable and pass the 
savings on to you. 

It works… but don’t take our word 
for it. Why pay thousands to make 
everything sound louder when what 
you really need is a Personal Sound 
Amplification Product? We’re so sure 
you’ll be absolutely thrilled with the 
quality and effectiveness of this product
that we are offering it to the public at a 
low introductory price with our exclusive

trial offer. If, for any reason, you are 
not completely amazed by how this  
product improves your life, simply 
return it for a refund of the product 
purchase price within 30 days. Call now.

Visit us on the web at
www.neutronicear.com

The Evolution of Hearing Products

Date

17th 
Century

1935

1984

2010 
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A new way that the blind might see
Prosthetic retina can turn neural inputs into clearer images

By Laura Sanders

A new type of prosthetic eye may allow 
the estimated 25 million people world
wide who have lost sight due to retinal 
diseases to someday see the broad sweep 
of an ocean or the dimples of a baby’s face.

Sheila Nirenberg of the Weill Medical 
College of Cornell University in New 
York City presented data November 13 
showing that the new retinal prosthetic 
allowed blind mice to see a baby’s face. 
Current prosthetics can reproduce 
simple features, such as bright spots or 

edges, but miss much of a scene.
Many scientists are intent on boost

ing retinal prosthetics’ power. But the 
new work suggests that a second, under
appreciated area is also important: the 
pattern of cell activity in the retina.

Normally cells that respond to light, 
called photoreceptors, pick up signals 
and transfer that information as nerve 
impulses to ganglion cells. These cells 
process the information further and 
relay it to the brain, where the scene is 
constructed. Spotting a dog creates a 
particular code, for example, different 

from the code for a teacup or a baby’s 
face. When a retina is degenerated, the 
photoreceptor cells die and there is no 
message to send.

The new system mimics the complex 
behavior of photoreceptor cells, creat
ing a more natural message for the gan
glion cells to interpret. Other prosthetics 
produce simpler codes, Nirenberg said. 
Because the new prosthetic speaks the 
language that the ganglion cells are 
used to, the ganglion output — and the 
image — is more accurate.

“If you want to really restore normal 
vision, you have to know the retina’s 
code,” Nirenberg said. “Once you have 
that, the door is open to the possibility 
of restoring normal vision.”

The researchers are currently test
ing the prosthetic on primates and plan 
eventually to provide the technology to 
human patients. 
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Stroke damage
halted by a tickle
rat study suggests sensory 
stimulation can protect brain

By Laura Sanders

In the twohour window after a stroke, 
a flick of a single whisker prevents many 
damaging effects in a rat, a new study 
finds. The cheap, simple intervention, 
described November 15, may represent 
a new way to minimize disability after a 
stroke in people.

“It’s almost too good to be true,” 
said neuroscientist Carol Barnes of the 
University of Arizona in Tucson. “Any 
protection would be good, but this is 
more than dramatic.”

Researchers led by Ron Frostig of the 

University of California, Irvine mimicked 
a stroke by severing a major blood ves
sel in rats’ brains. Then at times during 
the two hours immediately afterward, a 
mechanical rod stimulated a single whis
ker on the anesthetized rat for a total of 
less than five minutes. 

With whisker stimulation, blood got 
rerouted through other vessels, ulti
mately reaching the brain area that 
would have been deprived of blood, 
Frostig reported. No such rerouting was 
present in rats that didn’t have a whisker 
stimulated, or in rats that had whisker 
stimulation more than two hours after 
the stroke. The team’s preliminary data 
suggest that the method works for con
scious rats, too.

Brain imaging later found no evi
dence that a stroke had even occurred 
in the whiskerbrushed rats. “I have 
looked at these images for 20 years, and 

I cannot tell you that this animal went 
through a major trauma,” Frostig said. 
“It looks exactly the same” as scans of 
healthy rats.

The current study was done with 
young rats, but the researchers have also 
found that whisker stimulation protects 
against stroke damage in 22monthold 
rats (the equivalent of 50 to 60year
old humans).

Researchers don’t yet know whether 
a similar link between sensory stimula
tion and stroke protection is present in 
people. The human analogs to a whisker 
are the lips and fingers, so perhaps sen
sory input to those regions might confer 
benefits to someone having a stroke.

Any stimulation might be useful, 
Frostig speculated. “If you see a stroke 
victim,” he said, “I would sing, I would 
stroke their face, I would do whatever 
I can.” 

A new retinal prosthetic creates an
image (middle) that more accurately 
reconstructs a baby’s face (left) than 
does the standard approach (right).

meetiNg NoteS

mom’s past drug use may matter
Drug-using moms-to-be who quit 
before becoming pregnant can still 
raise the risk among their children 
and grandchildren for addiction or 
other psychiatric disorders, a new 
study suggests. researchers at 
Tufts University’s veterinary school 
in North grafton, Mass., exposed 
female rats to morphine. After 
three weeks drug-free, the rats 
mated with healthy males. Male 
offspring produced less of a mole-
cule sensitive to the chemical mes-
senger dopamine in the nucleus 
accumbens, a brain structure 
related to addiction and reward-
seeking behavior. A similar deficit 
was found in male grand children of 
the original rats, elizabeth byrnes 
of Tufts reported November 14. 
Problems with the brain’s dopamine 
system have been linked to sub-
stance abuse and mental illness. 
— Tom Siegfried 

cocaine trumps food in females
Presented with a choice between 
cocaine and food, female rats 
choose the drug while male rats 
go for the grub, a new study finds. 
The result may help clarify differ-
ences in addiction between men 
and women, scientists reported 
November 14. Kerry Kerstetter of 
the University of California, Santa 
barbara and colleagues trained 
rats to press different levers for 
food and cocaine. Hungry male 
rats preferred the food. but hungry 
females chose cocaine over food 
about half of the time. Scientists 
don’t yet know the reason for the 
observed sex difference, but  
Kerstetter and her colleagues think 
female hormones play a role.  
— Laura Sanders 

“if you want to really restore normal vision, you have 
to know the retina’s code.” —SheiLA NireNBerg
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Warm spell spurred biodiversity in
South American tropical rain forest
at least some plants could survive hotter climes than today’s 

By Alexandra Witze

Some like it hot, includ-
ing the plants living in 
South America’s tropical 
rain forests 56 million 
years ago.

As average global 
temperatures spiked  
by 5 degrees Celsius 
over a period of 10,000 
years — a geologic blink 
of an eye — plant diver-
sity in northern South 
America also soared, 
researchers report in the 
Nov. 12 Science.

“We were expecting to find rapid 
extinction, a total change in the for-
est,” says study leader Carlos Jaramillo, 
a paleobotanist at the Smithsonian 
Tropical Research Institute in Balboa, 
Panama. “What we found was just the 
opposite — a very fast addition of many 
new species, and a huge spike in the 
diversity of tropical plants.”

The fossil study raises questions 
about how tropical forests might 
respond as atmospheric carbon diox-
ide levels rise because of fossil fuel 
burning and other industrial activities. 
Though today’s forests may not respond 
to warming the same way ancient for-
ests did, researchers say the findings do 
suggest that at least some plants are sur-
prisingly adaptable.

“This kind of work is critically impor-
tant,” says Scott Wing, a paleobotanist at 
the Smithsonian Institution in Washing-
ton, D.C., who was not part of the study. 
“We’re beginning to map out what hap-
pened in different places during this 
huge perturbation of the carbon cycle 
and climate system.”

Researchers call the warming the 

Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum, 
because it took place at the boundary 
between the Paleocene and Eocene 
epochs of geologic time. It’s the clos-
est analog scientists have to the global 
warming they expect in the future, 
though on a much slower scale; today, 
instead of a 5 degree Celsius increase 
over 10,000 years, researchers expect a 
2 degree C increase over just the next 
century, with more warming after that. 

Only a few places on land preserve 
evidence of how plants and animals 
responded to the Paleocene-Eocene 
heat, most in temperate or northern 
latitudes. In Wyoming, Wing and other 
researchers have found fossils suggest-
ing that as things heated up, species from 
more southern regions moved into the 
area temporarily. But some tropical for-
ests are already in the hottest places on 
the globe, so there is no still-warmer 
place from which other species might 
have moved to populate these spots. 
Many think these forests are already 
close to the maximum temperature at 
which they can survive.

To probe this question, Jaramillo 

and colleagues spent seven years scour-
ing South America for sedimentary 
rock outcrops with ages spanning the 
Paleocene-Eocene boundary. Eventually 
the researchers narrowed their list to 
three sites in Colombia and Venezuela. 
By taking samples of pollen and other 
plant fossils from rock layers below and 
above the boundary, the team could gauge 
the diversity of plant types in those places 
before, during and after the hot spell.

Before the warming, the landscape was 
covered by a tall, damp rain forest with 
even more species than the Amazon has 
today, Jaramillo says. As temperatures 
rose into the Eocene, more plant groups 
appeared in the rock record — mainly 
angiosperms, the flowering plants that 
are the largest and most diverse plant 
group on Earth. Once the warming 
abated about 200,000 years later, those 
new plants stuck around for good.

Unlike in Wyoming, where native 
plants moved off the scene during hot 
spells and then returned, the South 
American plants apparently dealt with 
the heat by diversifying in a great evo-
lutionary burst. “This shows that plants 
have the genetic variability already built 
in to cope with high temperatures and 
high CO2,” says Jaramillo.

But that doesn’t mean tropical forests 
will necessarily thrive under future cli-
mate change. Oliver Phillips, a tropi-
cal ecologist at the University of Leeds 
in England, says that it’s a stretch to 
suggest that plants at the end of the 
Paleocene would have responded to 
warming the same way modern plants 
would. “Very few modern genera, let 
alone species, were extant 56 million 
years ago,” he says, “and our modern 
plants therefore evolved with different 
climate tolerances.” Tropical plants are 
far more likely to go extinct in the near 
future than to diversify into new spe-
cies, he says.

So even though global warming is 
expected to raise temperatures the most 
at polar latitudes, it may have the great-
est biodiversity impact in the tropics. s
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The diversity of pollen found in deposits from northern
South America suggests that tropical rain forest plants 
thrived there during a warm spell 56 million years ago.

“We were expecting to find rapid extinction, a total 
change in the forest.” — CArloS JArAmillo
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Central dogma
thrown off-kilter
In thousands of genes, RNA
is not a faithful copy of DNA

Genome may be full of junk after all
Cross-species analysis suggests most DNA has no function

By Tina Hesman Saey

Text messagers and computer gamers 
aren’t alone in the willful misspelling 
department. RNA molecules do it too.

RNA molecules aren’t always faithful 
reproductions of the genetic instruc-
tions contained within DNA, a new study 
shows. The finding seems to violate a 
tenet of genetics so fundamental that 
scientists call it the central dogma: DNA 
letters encode information and RNA is 
made in DNA’s likeness. The RNA then 
serves as a template to build proteins.

But a study of RNA in white blood cells 
from 27 different people shows that, on 
average, each person has nearly 4,000 
genes in which the RNA copies contain 
misspellings not found in DNA.

By Tina Hesman Saey

Most of the human genome may actually 
be junk.

In recent years scientists have 
stopped dismissing as nonfunctional 
the part of the genome that doesn’t pro-
duce proteins. But a new study compar-
ing the human genetic blueprint with 
those of other mammals concludes 
that very little of the human genome is 
really necessary.

About 7 percent of the human 
genome is similar to the DNA of other 
mammals, said Arend Sidow of Stan-
ford University. Because it is similar, 
or “conserved,” geneticists assume this 
DNA is the most integral. In all, Sidow 
concludes, these important parts of the 

“It’s unbelievable,” said Mingyao Li, 
a geneticist at the University of Penn-
sylvania Medical School in Philadelphia 
who presented the finding November 3.

Scientists already knew that every 
now and then RNA letters 
can be chemically modified 
or edited — sort of the molec-
ular equivalent of adding an 
umlaut to some letters. But 
such RNA editing events are 
not that common.

What Li and her colleagues 
discovered is quite common. 
RNA molecules contained 
misspellings at more than 
20,000 different places in the genome, 
with about 10,000 different misspellings 
occurring in two or more of the people 
studied. The most common of the 12 dif-
ferent types of misspellings changed the 
chemical letter “A” in the DNA to “G” 
in the RNA. That change accounted for 
nearly a third of the misspellings.

Some researchers who saw Li’s pre-
sentation asked whether a virus used in 

genome comprise only 225 million of 
the 3 billion chemical letters of DNA 
found in the complete human genetic 
instruction book.

But only a small portion of the con-
served DNA is translated to produce 
proteins. Comparing the human genome 
with those of other mammals, Sidow 
shows that about 85 percent of the con-
served DNA (a bit more than 6 percent of 
the total genome) is in spacers between 
genes or between protein-producing bits 
within genes. This positioning suggests 
that these DNA regions may play a role 
in regulating how proteins are made, 
Sidow said November 3.

Sidow’s studies rely on the principle 
that if certain pieces of DNA are retained 
throughout evolution, they must be 

important. Things that aren’t conserved 
by evolution are less likely to be required 
for basic functions. “I think the rule is 
that important stuff stays,” he said.

And all the extra DNA isn’t necessary 
to add complexity, Sidow argues. After 
all, the puffer fish has a genome of only 
about 390 million DNA letters, but is still 
a sophisticated organism.

But some of Sidow’s colleagues think 
his analysis may be missing some crucial 
elements. Recent studies of RNA mole-
cules that don’t code for proteins show 
that those molecules have definite func-
tions, even though they aren’t conserved 
in the DNA codes of other mammals, said 
Job Dekker of the University of Massa-
chusetts Medical School in Worcester. 
“Lots of things that are important are 
not conserved,” he said. And current 
computer programs may not be very 
good at picking out small DNA regions 
shared among many species, he added. s

growing the white blood cells that the 
researchers studied might be the source 
of the shenanigans. Li and her collabo-
rators had wondered the same thing. In 
order to rule out the virus, the research-

ers analyzed skin cells from 
the same people and found 
that RNA misspellings origi-
nally discovered in the white 
blood cells were also in the 
skin cells. And the misspell-
ings aren’t just rare, random 
mistakes. “When DNA and 
RNA differ from each other 
it happens in nearly every 
RNA” copy, Li said.

The researchers don’t yet know how 
the RNA misspellings happen. They 
could be substitutions made while the 
RNA copy is being made, or the changes 
could happen later. Any consequences 
of the misspellings are also unknown, 
though some speculate that the mis-
spellings could cause the RNA to be 
degraded faster or interfere with the 
molecule’s ability to make proteins. s

RNA 
molecules 
contained 

misspellings 
at 20,000 
different 

places in the 
genome.
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Milky Way blows
cosmic bubbles
Gamma-ray blobs emanate 
from the center of the galaxy

Spacecraft encounters comet
Small but spunky, hyperactive Comet Hartley 2 is shaped like a peanut 
and spews several jets of gas and dust from both its day and night sides, 
NASA’s EpoXI spacecraft has revealed. Intriguingly, the activity of the comet 
appears to be driven by the sudden venting into space of frozen carbon 
dioxide — dry ice — rather than the frozen water that has been seen coming 
off many other comets, said principal mission scientist mike A’Hearn of the 
University of maryland in College park. It’s the emission of carbon dioxide, 
rather than frozen water, that waxes and wanes most dramatically as the 
active portions of the 2-kilometer-long comet rotate in and out of sunlight, 
A’Hearn noted during a November 4 press briefing at NASA’s Jet propulsion 
Laboratory in pasadena, Calif., just a few hours after EpoXI passed within 
700 kilometers of the elongated object. As images from the encounter 
arrived at the lab, JpL planetary scientist Don Yeomans commented: “this  
is the type of moment that scientists live for.” — Ron Cowen 

By Ron Cowen

The Milky Way is blowing bubbles of 
cosmic proportions.

Twin bubbles of gamma ray–emitting 
gas, each the size of a small galaxy, sit 
above and below the center of the Milky 
Way like the ends of a giant dumbbell, 
astronomers have discovered.

Douglas Finkbeiner of the Harvard-
Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics in 
Cambridge, Mass., and colleagues ana-
lyzed data from NASA’s Fermi Gamma-
ray Space Telescope to find the bubbles. 
Finkbeiner described the findings, 
which appear in the Dec. 1 Astrophysical 
Journal, during a November 9 briefing.

The bubbles aren’t readily apparent 
because a high-energy gamma-ray fog, 
discovered by Finkbeiner and his col-
leagues last year, fills the sky, mainly 
due to high-speed electrons and protons 
interacting with light and interstellar 
gas in the galaxy. But when Finkbeiner 
and his colleagues subtracted the fog 
from the Fermi telescope’s data, they 

uncovered the two giant lobes.
Depending on when the bubbles were 

generated, each lobe could hold the 
energy released by 100,000 supernovas, 
Finkbeiner said. Each 
has a diameter of about 
25,000 light-years, 
roughly the length of 
the Large Magellanic 
Cloud, a satellite galaxy 
of the Milky Way.

One possible source 
of the bubbles is a pro-
posed wave of star birth 
at the galaxy’s center 
millions of years ago. If a 
large population of mas-
sive stars were born all 
at the same time, their 
explosive deaths could 
have created enough 
energy, in the form of 
energetic electrons or 
protons, to power the bubbles and cause 
them to glow with gamma rays. However, 
previous evidence suggests that the 
number of massive newborns required 
to provide the energy would be unreal-
istically high.

Finkbeiner said he now favors another 
explanation — jets of material expelled 
by the supermassive black hole that is 
thought to reside at the galactic center. 

At present, the black hole isn’t radiating 
much. But if it went on a feeding frenzy 
a few million years ago, the black hole 
would have hurled jets of material that 

could easily power the 
bubbles. This could be 
the first evidence for a 
major eruption of the 
supermassive black 
hole, Finkbeiner said.

It’s also possible that 
the best explanation 
could turn out to be a 
combination of both 
sources, he said. Super-
nova explosions from a 
population of massive 
stars might have inflated 
the bubbles, while sub-
sequent jet activity from 
the black hole might 
have set the bubbles 
aglow in gamma rays.

Theorist David Spergel of Princeton 
said that he suspects that the central 
black hole, as massive as about 4 million 
suns, is the energy source. Black holes at 
the centers of other galaxies drive winds 
and jets that can be powerful enough to 
expel heavy elements and gas from the 
galaxies. The new observations “suggest 
that our own Milky Way may [also] be 
driving material outwards,” he said. 

in the news
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Gamma-ray bubbles, shown
in an illustration, extend about 
25,000 light-years to either 
side of the galaxy’s plane.

“this is the type of moment that scientists live for.”
 —Don YeoManS
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It was an American soldier in Iraq who
showed me the true power of a piece of

jewelry. He wrote to tell us that shortly
after marrying his sweetheart he received
orders to return to active duty as part of
Operation Iraqi Freedom. Like a true 
romantic, he wasn’t about to let 7000
miles (or a war) ruin their first Christmas
as husband and wife. He found the perfect

gift from Stauer and
asked his new bride to
call him when it arrived.

“So far away, I would
not be able to see her
reaction, but I wanted
to hear it,” he wrote.
On the day the package
arrived, she called as
promised. With her
husband listening,
halfway around the
world on the end of the
line, she opened the
box and slowly lifted
the lid. 

“As soon as I heard 
her breath stop, I knew
she’d seen it”, the 
soldier wrote. Even
though they were
oceans and continents
apart, in that instant

the newlyweds were reunited. Romance
wins again. 

I love that story. I want to hear more of
those stories, lots more. Those kind of 
unforgettable moments are the reason that
the Emerald-Cut DiamondAura® Gial Ring 
exists. In the fine tradition of jewelry 
designed to take her breath away, we created
this stunning showcase for a magnificent 
4 ¾-carat yellow, lab-created DiamondAura.
Layered in platinum over sterling silver, the
luxurious golden yellow centerpiece is 
highlighted by dozens of sparkling white 
DiamondAura rounds.

Natural fancy yellow diamonds are
some of the rarest stones on Earth.
Browse through the auction catalogs of the
world’s most exclusive gem dealers and
you’ll find that a fancy yellow mined 
stone can fetch as much as hundreds of
thousands per carat. But thanks to science
we’ve found a way to offer you even more
fire and clarity than natural stones without
costing you a fortune. Our vivid lab-created
stones are practically indistinguishable to
the naked eye from mined diamonds. And,
according to the book, Jewelry and Gems: 
The Buying Guide, the technique used in 
DiamondAura offers, “…the best diamond 
simulation made to date, and even some
jewelers have mistaken these stones for
mined diamonds.”

Your satisfaction is guaranteed. We
invite you to sample the Emerald-Cut 
DiamondAura® Gial Ring for 30 days and
if you aren’t completely captivated, return
it for a full refund of your purchase price.
We’re sure that it will leave her breathless
and at under $150, it’s very affordable…
even on a soldier’s salary. But don’t take
our word for it. Order yours today and
then... wait for the sigh.

DiamondAura® Gial Ring (4¾ ctw) $295
Now only $145 + S&P Save $150

Earrings (6½ ctw) $295 $145 + S&P

Necklace (5¼ ctw) $295 $145 + S&P 

Set (11¾ ctw) $590 $195 + S&P 
Set includes necklace and earrings. 

Call now to take advantage of this 
extremely limited offer.

1-800-915-4635
Promotional Code GLR105-01
Please mention this code when you call.

14101 Southcross Drive W.,
Dept. GLR105-01
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337

JEWELRY SPECS:

- 4 ¾ carat golden yellow DiamondAura® ring

- Platinum-layered .925 sterling silver setting

Stauer has a Better Business 
Bureau Rating of A+

“As soon as I 
heard her breath stop, 

I knew she’d seen it. 
She absolutely loves it.”

–Stauer Customer N.Y. from
Operation Iraqi Freedom

USING THE RING SIZE CHART
Place one of her rings on top of
one of the circle diagrams. 
Her ring size is the circle that
matches the inside diameter of the
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tiny tubes,bıg 
   riddles 

Carbon cylinders’ 
odd traits continue 
to stump scientists
By Rachel Ehrenberg

FEATURE | TINY TUBES, BIG RIDDLES
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Moses didn’t need a physics 
degree to know some-
thing was afoot when that 
woody bush burned and 

burned but was not consumed. Set fi re 
to carbon — whether shrubbery, paper 
or charcoal briquettes — and it burns 
until nothing’s left but carbon dioxide 
and water vapor. That’s a fundamental 
of carbon chemistry.

Yet in the tiny world of nano, where 
objects and distances measure mere 
billionths of a meter, rules of chemistry 
and physics that operate at ordinary 
scales often don’t apply. Scientists 
recently discovered, for example, that 
slathering a minuscule tube of carbon in 
fuel and lighting one end doesn’t destroy 
the carbon. Flames course down the 
nanotube, and it gets scorching hot. But 
the tube remains intact. 

“The carbon doesn’t burn up,” says 
chemist Michael Strano of MIT, who 
led the research. “What really should 
happen is oxidation. They should catch 
fi re; there should be nothing left. But the 
carbon seems to be unscathed. It’s kind 
of a walking-across-hot-coals type of 
thing, where you would expect to be 
scorched but you’re not.”

Fire without burning is just one of 
the newer oddities to emerge from the 
nanoworld. In this landscape, molecules 
take on new personalities — it’s like dis-
covering that your mild-mannered uncle 
is a world-renowned salsa dancer and 
moonlights as a bounty hunter. Some 
of these eccentricities have been known 
for decades or longer. When nanosized, 
calm, inert gold, for example, becomes 
a reactive molecule that has a different 
melting point than ordinary gold. It no 

Nearly 20 years after their discovery, 
nanosized tubes made of carbon exhibit 
behaviors that still surprise scientists.
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Hot mess
Carbon nanotubes consist of carbon 
atoms bonded to carbon atoms, bonded 
to carbon atoms and so on, all connect-
ing to form a cylindrical lattice, like a 
piece of rolled-up chicken wire. While 
their diameter varies, the cylinders 
are typically a few nanometers across 
(about the width of a DNA molecule). 
Nanotubes can be single-walled, stand-

ing alone, or multiwalled, 
stacked inside each other 
like Russian nesting dolls. 
The tiny tubes are typically 
made by taking a hydro-
carbon gas, such as carbon 
monoxide or methane, and 
busting its molecules apart 
with something such as 

heat, a laser or a metal catalyst. Then 
the carbons find each other and bond to 
become nanotubes. 

Scientists have long known that carbon 
nanotubes conduct heat extra ordinarily 
well. This is a property usually ascribed 
to metals (which explains why pot-
holders were a good invention; grab the 
metal handle of a pot on a hot stove and 
you’ve experienced metal’s superior heat 
conduction). But new research suggests 
that carbon nanotubes’ heat- conducting 
abilities defy explanation.

When talking about thermal conduc-
tivity, scientists often refer to heat as 
phonons, little packets of vibration that 
can move through a material. In ordinary 
bulk materials, such as a piece of wood, 
these heat packets quickly bump into 

things. These collisions scatter the pho-
nons, slowing them down. 

“It’s almost like trying to run through 
a crowded field that’s populated with 
people,” Strano says. “You can’t run 
your fastest, even if you are an Olympic 
runner.” 

Apply heat to one end of a carbon 
nanotube, though, and it zips to the other 
end 100 times faster than heat traveling 
through the best metals. Scientists have 
tried to explain this speediness in terms 
of a phonon’s unobstructed path: In the 
nearly one-dimensional environment of 
a carbon nanotube, the little heat pack-
ets whiz along, presumably because they 
travel a long time without collisions. 
But there should be some limit to that 
thermal path, scientists surmised. And 
bending the carbon cylinders creates the 
perfect test tube for examining that limit, 
says Chih-Wei Chang of the Center for 
Condensed Matter Sciences at National  
Taiwan University in Taipei.

While at the University of California,  
Berkeley, Chang and his colleagues  
contorted their nanotubes, introducing 
defects that should have tripped up any 
traveling heat packets. The team thought 
the ensuing stumbling and scattering 
would affect the nanotubes’ heat- 
conducting powers. But the heat packets 
kept right on trucking. 

“To our surprise, our experiments 
show that the thermal conductivity 
remains intact,” Chang says. “The result 
is far beyond our expectations.” The 
discovery, published in Physical Review 

Power trip carbon nanotubes coated with an explosive fuel get extremely hot but don’t burn. What’s more, the heat wave coursing through the 
tube generates far more power than expected. some scientists think the explanation lies in how fast the heat wave travels. 

2 Surge heat gets dumped into 
the tube in a wave that travels 
along faster than the flame can 
burn through the surrounding fuel.

1 Boom one end of a carbon 
nanotube that has been coated in the 
military explosive tna is ignited.

4 Move the heat wave excites 
electrons in the tube, pushing them 
forward and creating a surprising 
amount of electricity.

3 Cycle heat moving through the 
tube leaks out, igniting more fuel, 
which sends more heat back into the 
tube and further propels the wave.

longer looks gold, in fact, but red — a 
property that stained glass artisans 
exploited centuries ago. 

For novel exotic properties, you 
needn’t look further than good old car-
bon. An ordinary working stiff in the 
macroworld, carbon in its ultratiny 
form is like a one-man circus: stronger 
than steel, extremely elastic and light as 
a feather. And carbon nanotubes keep 
excelling in unexpected 
ways. In addition to resist-
ing burning when engulfed 
in flames, one new study 
suggests that these little 
tubes shuttle heat with a 
fierceness that generates a 
lot of electricity, a find that 
has physicists scratching 
their heads. Other researchers working 
with carbon nanotubes have created the 
darkest material ever made, a perplex-
ing blackness not explained by standard 
optics. And carbon nanotubes’ elastic 
properties have allowed scientists to  
create surprisingly stretchy muscles. 

Many of these experiments, done in 
the last few years, are expected to lead 
to life-improving technologies. But per-
haps just as marvelous, the bizarreness 
of nanoland continually pushes the 
envelope of scientific understanding.

“There are fundamental physical prop-
erties that we still don’t understand at the 
nanometer scale,” Strano says. “In terms 
of carbon nanotube research, from my 
perspective, these materials continue to 
teach us new and interesting science.” 

Carbon 
nanotubes’ 

heat-
conducting 

abilities defy 
explanation.

1 2 3 4
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ahead of the burnt fuel. This ignites more 
fuel, and the overall effect is of a heat 
wave moving so quickly that, perhaps, the  
oxidation reactions that would combust 
the carbon can’t even get started. 

Not only does the heat wave move at 
rocket speed, but as it surges forward, it 
excites the nanotubes’ electrons, propel-
ling them forward as well, Strano and his 
colleagues reported in Nature Materials 
in March. This thermopower wave, as 
Strano calls it, generates electricity at an 

astounding rate, a discovery that could 
lead to new sources of energy. 

“The faster the wave goes, the more 
power you get out,” he says. “In fact, no 
one could have predicted that it would 
be this much power. From a practical 
standpoint, the power density is already 
higher than a lithium-ion battery, and 
we’re not even really trying.”

Dark matter
While some researchers probe the 
bright and fiery side of carbon nano-
tubes, others focus on the material’s 
dark side. Grow millions of the tubes en 
masse in a forest and they can become 
black as a starless night. Working with 
such a forest, physicist Shawn-Yu Lin of 
the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 
Troy, N.Y., recently created the darkest 
material ever made. 

More than 99.95 percent of the light 
striking the nanotube forest is absorbed, 
Lin, Pulickel Ajayan, now at Rice Uni-
versity in Houston, and colleagues 
reported in Nano Letters in 2008. This 
darkest of materials literally holds a 
Guinness World Record; the previous 
record absorbed a mere 99.84 percent 
of incoming light.

Plenty of researchers work with 
nanotube forests, but they are typi-
cally densely planted, thick with trees. 
Lin and his team took the sparse route, 
growing a thin woodland rather than a 
Grimm Brothers’ forest. Yet almost all 
the light that enters this forest is never 
seen again. (“Sparse” is relative, though. 

feature | TinY Tubes, big riddles
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Using carbon nanotubes, scientists have
created the darkest material ever made. 
Its uneven surface (top) and the sparse-
ness of the tubes (black in the colorized 
image at bottom) may help make it dark.

Much smaller than a bread box speck of dust, grain of sand—whatever your reference for tiny, let it go. nanosized objects are much, 
much smaller. A typical carbon nanotube is 1.3 nanometers wide, and a 5-foot-7-inch man stands 1.7 billion nanometers tall. 

Letters in 2007, suggests that nanotubes 
could be used to transmit information 
the way optical fibers do. Yet three years 
on, scientists still don’t completely 
understand why the heat doesn’t travel 
slower in the contorted tubes.

“It’s just completely against all 
thinking that the thermal conductiv-
ity remains the same,” Strano says. “It’s 
really unprecedented.”

Strano has also been investigating how 
heat courses through a nanotube. In the 
experiments where the flaming carbon 
did not burn, the nanotubes reached 
temperatures as high as 2,800 kelvins 
(or 2,500º Celsius). 

“Clearly science tells us that it 
shouldn’t take long for carbon at a 
thousand degrees kelvin to turn to car-
bon dioxide and water,” Strano says. “It 
should completely burn up.”

A clue to the nanotubes’ durability may 
lie in the exceptional speed of the heat 
wave, he speculates. In the macro world, if 
you were to pour a line of gasoline on the 
ground, lay a stick of the same length next 
to it and light both at one end, the flame 
would travel far faster through the liquid 
fuel than through the stick of wood. But in 
the lab experiments, the heat wave created 
by igniting one end of the fuel-drenched  
nanotube moved 10,000 times faster than 
it did through the bulk fuel alone. 

This superfast wave turns out to be 
self-propagating, Strano says. As the fuel 
burns, it releases heat, which goes into 
the nanotube. The heat wave moves faster 
than the flame and heat leaks back out 
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A patch of this light-absorbing forest 
the size of a quarter still contains tens 
of millions of nanotubes.) 

While scientists don’t fully understand 
how the thicket of nanotubes swallows 
all light, the dilute packing of the tubes 
seems to be crucial. The trees in this  
particular carbon nanotube forest are 
so tall, thin and sparsely planted that 
there’s no real surface for light to strike. 
“It’s almost like light has a soft landing on 
the structure,” Lin says.

The carbon nanotube trees are differ-
ent heights and tangle together at the 
tips. And while the tubes are a some-
what hefty 10 nanometers across, Lin 
and his colleagues made them very, very 
tall, about 500 micrometers. (A simi-
larly proportioned No. 2 pencil would 
be more than three times as tall as the 
Statue of Liberty). This extreme skinni-
ness, uneven height and sparse packing 
transforms the forest into a sponge that 
soaks up light.

“For light, it is almost like nothing.  
It is like the empty sky,” Lin says.  
“Why is the empty sky so dark? Because 
it almost has nothing. It is so dilute, 
nothing ever comes back. Material is 
what reflects.” 

When light strikes ordinary mate-
rials, it bounces off in a predictable 
manner related to the angle at which it 
came in. But the nanotube forest doesn’t 
care about angles. The small amount of 
reflection that does occur is totally angle 
independent, says Lin, which makes no 
sense optically.

“There is no classical theory to explain 
this new type of surface,” Lin says. 
“There is no theory,” he laughs. “That’s 
my theory.” 

Scientists at the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology and Stony 
Brook University in New York have 
already put this new dark material to 
use (for good, not evil). They grew a 
similar nanotube forest as a coating for 
a contraption that accurately detects 
the power of lasers shined into it. This 
dark detector might also help improve 
measurements of the temperature of the 
Earth and sun, the team reports in the 
September Nano Letters.

Carbon flex
Fire and light are surely captivating, but 
no big top is complete without feats of 
strength. Scientists exploiting carbon 
nanotubes’ stretchy properties recently 
created giant artificial muscles. 

Many materials when stretched one 
way, will contract in another way, says 
Ray Baughman, director of the Nano-
Tech Institute at the University of Texas 
at Dallas. Think of yanking on a rubber 
band — as it lengthens, its width shrinks. 
The relationship between the amount 
of stretching and contraction is known 
as Poisson’s ratio. Rubber, for example, 
has a very high Poisson’s ratio, nearly 0.5. 
Stretch it one way, and it contracts in the 
other direction by quite a bit. Cork, on 
the other hand, doesn’t bulge out much 
when pushed. It has a Poisson’s ratio 
near zero, making it easy to wedge back 
into a wine bottle.

While exploring the push-and-pull of 
various materials in the lab, Baughman 
and his colleagues spun carbon nano-
tubes into airy sheets. These sheets 
“represent a strange state of matter,” 
he says, with fantastic elastic proper-
ties that correspond to Poisson’s ratios 
as high as 15. 

Taking advantage of these bizarrely 
large Poisson’s ratios, Baughman, col-
league Ali Aliev and others turned their 
sheets into giant muscles that contract 
like crazy when pulled just a tiny bit. 
Stretch these sheets just 1 percent in 
one direction and their volume shrinks 
by 23.5 percent, the team reported in  
Science in 2009.

When natural muscles contract and 
expand, their length typically changes by 
less than 40 percent. But the team found 
that the nanotube muscles can change 
their length by more than 230 percent in 
a fraction of the time, giving them some 
serious punch. And since they can still 
flex their stuff at extremely high and low 
temperatures, the artificial muscles may 
be ideal for robots exploring hostile envi-
ronments, such as Mars. 

“Ordinary muscles of course are  
wonderful,” Baughman says. “They 
are self-repairing, they can last a life-
time. But these artificial muscles based  
on carbon nanotubes are much faster  
in terms of response than natural  
muscle. And they can operate in extreme  
environments where no other artificial  
muscle will survive.”

The artificial muscles’ massive con-
tractions can now be nicely described 
with theory and numbers, but it took 
mucking about in the lab to discover 
the strange behavior. And so it goes with  
science. Eventually, researchers will 
probably gain some clarity concerning 
the other unusual properties exhibited 
by carbon nanotubes. Those new theo-
ries will lead to more experimental work 
and then to additional mysteries. In the 
scientific volley between theory and 
experimentation, surprises can spring 
like a sudden backhand.  

Strano says he has complete faith that 
theory will soon explain why a carbon 
nanotube can behave so strangely. “But 
observation and discovery will still play a 
role,” he says. “Making one and being able 
to manipulate it in the lab and do strange 
things to it has taught us quite a bit.” 

  
Explore more
s The nanotube site: 

http://nanotube.msu.edu

Voltage applied to artificial muscle spun
from nanotube sheets (illustration, top) 
makes the muscle expand (bottom) — in 
some cases by more than 200 percent.
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Modern explorers have 
pushed into nearly every 
nook and cranny of the 
globe, from polar Antarctica

to the depths of the Amazonian jungle. 
Yet there’s land still to explore, and reg-
ularly comes news of unexpected and 
wondrous findings — a mongooselike 
carnivore spotted in Madagascar, a mas-
sive waterfall discovered in Peru. 

Such is the state of climate science 
today. In some respects its territory has 
been thoroughly probed. Despite vig-
orous questioning of the premises and 
conclusions of research into climate 
change, reviews of the evidence con-
sistently confirm the basic findings of 
the United Nations’ Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change: The Earth’s 
rising temperature cannot be explained 
by natural processes alone. Emissions 
of greenhouse gases from human activi-
ties, like burning fossil fuels, must be 
included to account for the observed 
warming. Policy makers will be building 
on this fi rm foundation during meetings 
in Cancun, Mexico, in late November 
and early December to hammer out the 
next global climate-control agreement.

But unexplored corners of global cli-
mate remain. The most recent IPCC 
report, from 2007, acknowledged 
this terra incognita: “There is still an 
incomplete physical understanding of 
many components of the climate sys-
tem and their role in climate change.” 
Such unknowns are fertile territory 
for scientists. 

They are now pushing, for exam-
ple, into perhaps the least understood 
aspect of observational climate science: 
how tiny particles called aerosols infl u-
ence climate. Some types of aerosols 
cool the planet, while others warm it. 
They also affect how many clouds form 
and where, further redrawing the plan-
etary climate picture. After decades of 
effort, researchers are finally starting 
to disentangle this particular unknown, 

in part thanks to fleets of airplanes, 
satellites and other instruments 
deployed to monitor aerosols.

Understanding the physical processes 
that drive the climate system today is 
one thing; fi guring out how changes in 
the system will infl uence people’s lives in 
the future is another problem altogether. 
Here, scientists focus on regional climate 
prediction — zooming their computer 
models down to ever-smaller scales to 
understand how climate change might 
alter local environments. Such work is 
the only way to know how drought will 
affect Phoenix or fl oods affect Pakistan. 
While just beginning to map out the 
thorniest problems in regional predic-
tions, such as how to accurately model 
short-term circulation patterns in the 
atmosphere and ocean, researchers are 
inking in the details using some promis-
ing approaches.

By the time the next IPCC report 
is released, in 2013 or 2014, scientists 
should have shortened — or at least sharp-
ened — their list of unknowns. “There’s a 
whole lot of climate science that needs to 
be done,” says climate researcher Noah 
Diffenbaugh of Stanford University. And 
while the new information might not 
pacify climate change skeptics, it will 

clarify key areas of uncertainty in the 
climate system. It will also help fi ll in the 
last details of the geography of climate, 
giving society a guide for navigating the 
shoals of future changes.

Tiny coolants
Aerosols, tiny as they are, have an outsized 
infl uence on climate. These particles range 
from fractions of a micrometer to several 
micrometers across and come from both 
artifi cial and natural sources — including 
power plants, biomass burning, sea spray, 
volcanic eruptions and even wildfires 
(SN: 11/6/10, p. 28).

Most aerosols cool the planet, by act-
ing as a sunscreen to reflect the sun’s 
incoming rays back into space. The 
1991 eruption of Mount Pinatubo in the 
Philippines, for instance, spewed enough 
sulfur and other particles to circle the 
globe and drop temperatures worldwide 
by about half a degree Celsius. 

Climate scientists agree that without 
aerosols, the Earth would have warmed 
more than it has in recent decades. 
Exactly the extent of the cooling effect, 
though, is a matter of dispute. Even less 
well understood are the indirect effects 
of aerosols: They can change the size and 
distribution of clouds around the globe.

Aerosols serve as 
seeds for cloud 
formation

Lighter 
aerosols 
re�ect light

Darker aerosols absorb 
and reemit light

Burning of biomass 
releases aerosols 
into the air

Emissions from 
power plants 
contain aerosols

Mixed infl uences
Tiny particles called aerosols can have a big impact on climate, but their many roles have been 
hard to disentangle. Most of the particles re� ect sunlight, keeping the atmosphere cool. But 
black carbon, or soot, can absorb the sun’s rays and heat up the atmosphere. The role of aero-
sols in providing surfaces for cloud formation further complicates the climate picture.

Predicting regional climate patterns, 
such as droughts in Phoenix or fl ood-
ing in Pakistan (shown), remains a 
major challenge for researchers.

THE FINAL THE FINAL 
CLIMATE
FRONTIERS

THE FINAL 
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Aerosols serve as tiny seeds on which 
water vapor can condense. So more 
aerosols mean more “cloud condensa-
tion nuclei” for clouds to form around; 
long thin clouds known as ship tracks, 
for example, trace a ship’s airborne emis-
sion like a jet contrail. More seed parti-
cles mean that clouds become thicker, 
whiter and more reflective, cooling 
things down even more. 

Many scientists consider this indirect 
effect to be the largest single uncertainty 
in understanding the inter-
actions between aerosols 
and climate. Over the last 
decade and more, research-
ers have launched a flotilla 
of observing equipment 
in more than a dozen field 
campaigns to measure the 
distribution and effects of 
aerosols in regions from 
Asia to North America. 
Typically, airplanes will fly a gridlike 
pattern gathering air samples, while 
researchers on the ground use vehicles 
or ships to measure patterns of aerosol 
emission. (NASA’s Glory mission, sched-
uled for launch in February, will continue 
this full-out push.)

Such detailed work is now paying off. 
Antony Clarke and Vladimir Kapustin of 
the University of Hawaii at Manoa ana-
lyzed more than 1,000 vertical slices of 
the atmosphere, taken mostly around the 
Pacific in various campaigns since 1995. 
The researchers report in the Sept. 17 
Science that there were more cloud con-
densation nuclei, along with other mea-
sures of aerosols, above regions with a lot 
of human activity compared with more 
pristine areas. The work “provides a more 
revealing picture of combustion influ-
ences over global scales,” says Clarke.

Another paper in the same issue of 
Science scrutinized how atmospheric 
chemistry over the Amazon naturally 
produces aerosols and clouds there. 
A team led by Ulrich Pöschl of the 
Max Planck Institute for Chemistry in 
Mainz, Germany, found that the num-
ber of clouds above the rainforest was 
limited by the natural supply of aero-
sols. In regions with more pollution, the  

limiting factor on cloud formation was 
how fast winds could lift aerosols high 
into the atmosphere. The study under-
scores how the complex relationship 
between aerosols and clouds can differ 
over pristine and polluted areas.

Hot plates in the sky
One kind of aerosol is particularly cap-
turing researchers’ attention these 
days — black carbon, better known as 
soot. These particles come from fos-

sil fuel–burning power 
plants, fires started to 
clear land for agriculture 
and, to a lesser extent, 
from coal- and wood-
burning cookstoves in 
developing nations.

Once thought to be a 
minor player in global 
warming, black carbon is 
now a major focus of inter-

est. Unlike other aerosols that have net 
cooling effects, black carbon particles 
absorb solar radiation and warm the 
atmosphere, the way wearing a black 
T-shirt on a sunny day warms the body. 
Studies have fingered these tiny hot 
plates in the sky as a major contributor 
to Arctic warming seen in recent decades 
(SN: 11/21/09, p. 5), and some researchers 
think soot may be an important factor in 
glaciers melting in the Himalayas.

Still, scientists don’t fully understand 
how much black carbon there is, where it 
comes from and how it gets removed from 

the atmosphere over time. In one ongoing 
project, researchers fly repeatedly from 
the Arctic to the Antarctic, traveling high 
into the atmosphere and dipping down 
nearly to touch the ocean. The National 
Science Foundation project, called  
HIAPER Pole-to-Pole Observations or 
simply HIPPO, collects air samples to 
test for many atmospheric gases, notably 
carbon dioxide, but it also collects black 
carbon. 

During its first flights, in January 2009, 
the HIPPO plane measured unexpected 
concentrations of black carbon along its 
path. That could be because computer 
models don’t accurately estimate how 
well rain would remove the particles 
from the air, says Joshua Schwarz, an 
atmospheric scientist at the NOAA Earth 
System Research Laboratory in Boulder, 
Colo. Different air masses also contained 
surprisingly similar sizes of black carbon 
particles, no matter where that air came 
from. “We don’t have a reasonable expla-
nation for that yet,” Schwarz says.

Spurred by prodding from scientists, 
policy makers are increasingly looking at 
ways to cut black carbon emissions. The 
concept is politically palatable, since it 
involves cleaning up pollution in a way 
that helps people’s health. Black car-
bon is also an easy target because soot 
falls out of the atmosphere in a matter 
of weeks, yielding measurable results 
in a short period of time. Strict pollu-
tion measures introduced in Beijing 
before the 2008 Olympics, for instance,  

feature | the fiNal climate froNtiers

Brown clouds hovering over India (such as one captured in December 2008, left)
contain smoke from agricultural burning, industrial pollution and inefficient cook-
stoves (right). Such clouds can magnify the effects of climate change.

Once thought 
to be a  

minor player 
in global 

warming, black 
carbon is now  
a major focus  

of interest.
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temporarily cut the city’s black carbon 
emissions by about 25 percent. 

New research, however, suggests that 
the climate benefits of cutting black car-
bon might come with a flip side. In May 
in Geophysical Research Letters, a team 
led by Wei-Ting Chen of the Jet Pro-
pulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif., 
modeled the climatic outcome of slash-
ing black carbon emissions in half. The 
cooling benefits of reducing emissions, 
her team found, were partially offset by 
the fact that less soot meant fewer cloud 
condensation nuclei and thus fewer 
clouds to cool things down. Still, says 
team member John Seinfeld of Caltech, 
“on the whole, black carbon reduction 
is still good for climate, and good for 
human health as well.”

Targeting particular sources of black 
carbon might be important in reducing 
it efficiently. Aerosol plumes dominated 
by black carbon from fossil fuel burning 
in China were roughly twice as efficient 
at absorbing solar radiation and heating 
things up as were black carbon plumes 
from biomass burning, Veerabhadran 
Ramanathan, a black carbon specialist 
at the Scripps Institution of Oceanog-
raphy in La Jolla, Calif., and colleagues 
reported in August in Nature Geoscience. 

With other scientists, Ramanathan 
has launched Project Surya, which aims 
to replace polluting cookstoves across 
India with low-cost, cleaner alternatives. 
Women who receive the new stoves are 
required to remove and photograph the 
filter that strips out black carbon parti-
cles. “Just seeing the black filter makes 
them say, ‘Is this what we are breath-
ing?’” says Ramanathan. 

Getting local
Even as researchers push into unex-
plored territory in aerosols, others are 
looking to cover some ground closer 
to home — understanding how climate 
change will affect people’s lives. In this 
case, scientists aim to improve their pre-
dictions of the regional impacts of climate 
change. Many local effects are already 
apparent. A major U.S. government 
report last year, for instance, detailed 
how climate change has led to heavier  

winter rain in the Northeast, more intense  
hurricanes in the Southeast and smaller 
snowpacks in the Rocky Mountains. 

Global temperatures are projected 
to increase by 2 to 4 degrees Celsius 
by the end of this century, but locally 
the effects could be much stronger. For 
instance, computer models that incor-
porated a global temperature rise of  
2 degrees Celsius found that large parts 
of Europe, North America and Asia 
could experience heat waves with tem-
peratures up to 6 degrees Celsius higher 
than normal. Local factors such as plant 

root depth and forest cover could partly 
account for the differences, Robin Clark 
and colleagues at the Met Office Hadley 
Centre in Exeter, England, wrote in Sep-
tember in Geophysical Research Letters. 

Heat waves could also become more 
common in the United States over the 
next three decades, suggests new work 
by Stanford’s Diffenbaugh and Moetasim 
Ashfaq of Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory in Tennessee. In their models, pub-
lished in August in Geophysical Research 
Letters, the researchers found that lim-
iting global mean temperature below a 
2-degree rise still led to heat waves over 
much of the western United States, espe-
cially between the years 2030 and 2039. 

Devastating heat waves, like the one 
that killed an estimated 35,000 people in 
Europe in 2003, aren’t the only change 
in store. “There’s a huge suite of poten-
tial climate change impacts,” Diffenbaugh 
says. The problem with knowing what 
exactly to expect is that regional climate 
predictions are less sophisticated than 
global climate models. Researchers would 
like to tell officials exactly how hot, cold, 
wet or dry it will be in their city or state 
three decades from now. But they can’t.

To get a good look at local climate, 
modelers “downscale” the results from 
global models, using the coarse data as a 
starting point to make finer-scale local 
calculations. A typical global model has 
a resolution of 300 kilometers, meaning 
that any smaller feature isn’t detected 
and analyzed in the model’s calculations. 
By contrast, resolution in a regional cli-
mate model can be 50 kilometers or even 
smaller. Climate scientists take a global 
model and stitch a piece of regional model 
into it, like photoshopping in a more 
detailed image of a face in a crowd.

In some instances, this approach 
is starting to yield consistent results. 
Reporting in June in Nature Geo science, 
Erich Fischer and Christoph Schär of 
ETH Zurich show how different regional 
climate models come up with similar pat-
terns of future heat waves in Europe. Over 
the next century, extreme heat events will 
be longest and most common in southern 
Europe and most severe in the north, the 
researchers write.

Regional forecasts
a global climate model from the last iPcc
report (top) doesn’t include enough detail on 
factors such as elevation to get at local 
effects. While the iPcc model predicts april 
snow cover for only a small area in canada, a 
regional model (bottom) predicts depths of up 
to 3 meters in some U.s. locales. soUrce: Ncar

Predicted April snow depth, 2045–50
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But other aspects of regional climate 
modeling lag far behind. Many regional 
models have yet to incorporate basic 
land-use information, like details on 
urbanization, forest clearing or irriga-
tion, says Jim Hurrell, a climate modeler 
at the National Center for Atmospheric 
Research in Boulder. And long-term fore-
casts of how local precipitation might 
change are particularly poor — making 
it difficult to anticipate droughts. 

Regional models are also only as good 
as the global approach that they are fit 
into. If the global model contains errors, 
“that puts major question marks around 
the fidelity of your regional simulations,” 
Hurrell says. In particular, global mod-
elers have yet to get a good handle on 
“decadal variability,” or internal factors 
within the climate system that vary on 
a time frame of 10, 20 or 30-odd years. 

Such factors include the El Niño 
Southern Oscillation, a warming pat-
tern that occurs in the tropical Pacific 
every few years, and the Pacific Decadal 
Oscillation, a similar but longer-term 
pattern associated with cooling in the 
central North Pacific. Global climate 
models don’t include these phenomena 
in detail, but will need to if researchers 
want to accurately predict climate in a 
particular area decades out. 

Only over the last couple of years have 
scientists gathered enough relevant data, 
such as ocean temperatures from a global 

array of buoys called ARGO, to be able to 
contemplate how to add decadal variabil-
ity into global models. “It’s an extremely 
challenging problem,” Hurrell says.

Global modelers probably won’t be 
able to solve that problem in time for 
the next IPCC report, but the ongo-
ing work should help improve regional 
efforts over the next few years, says 
Diffenbaugh. “We’re on the precipice of 
knowing a lot more,” he says. 

That information couldn’t come soon 
enough for local officials and other  
community stakeholders. The U.S. 
government is pushing to establish a 
national climate service, similar to the 
National Weather Service, to provide 
local climate information (SN: 3/13/10, 
p. 32). Many states and cities, including 
California, Phoenix and New York City, 
have also started their own regional 
study efforts. 

How well these efforts work — or 
don’t — will become clear as the next 
IPCC report takes shape. By the time 
the final publication is out, the uncer-
tainties surrounding regional climate 
predictions, as well as aerosols, will be 
smaller than today. And climate’s terra 
incognita will shrink. 

Explore more
s NASA info on aerosols:

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/
Features/Aerosols
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Uncertainty in the 
climatic landscape
Whilesnotsassdiresassthesstatesofs
understandingsonsaerosolssands
regionalsclimate,sothersareassofss
climatessciencesalsoshavessomes
unansweredsquestions.

Carbon cycle feedback
Uncertaintiessremainsins
knowingsexactlyshowscarbons

cyclessthroughsthesocean,satmospheres
andsland.srisingstemperatures,sfors
instance,scansmeltspermafrostsands
sendsmorescarbonsintosthesatmo-
spheres—sbutsatswhatsrate,sscientistss
don’tsquitesknow.

Ice dynamics
thesgreatsicessheetssatops
AntarcticasandsGreenlands

behavesinsunpredictableswayssasstheys
warm,sandsindividualsglacierssadvances
andsretreatsinsunexpectedswayssass
well.sArcticsseasicesissshrinkingsands
thinningsoverall,sbutsitssexactsbehaviors
issassurpriseseverysseason.s

Clouds
Closelysrelatedstosthesproblems
ofsaerosols,scloudssexhibits

variousspoorlysunderstoodsfeedbackss
onsclimate,ssomesofswhichscomputers
modelsscompletelysmiss.sScientistss
agreesthatscloudssareslikelystosincreases
insasgloballyswarmedsworldsbutsdon’ts
knowshowsstrongsasclimateseffectstheys
mightsexert.

Precipitation
Futureschangessinsrainsors
snowfallswillsdependslargelysons

howsmuchsglobalsatmosphericstempera-
turesrisesscomparedswithsoceansands
landstemperatures.sresearcherssares
stillsworkingstosteasesoutsthesdetails.

Oceanic conveyor belt
Circulationspatternsswithins
thesNorthsAtlanticscarryswarms

waterstosthesnorthsandseast,swheresits
cools,ssinkssandsreturnsssouthsinsas
giantsconveyor-likesloop.sSomesmodelss
ofsabruptsclimateschangeshavesgones
sosfarsasstossuggeststhatsthissconveyors
couldsshutsdownsaltogether,saffectings
climatesacrosssEurope.

Land use
Clearingslandsforsagricultures
orsothersreasonssaffectssthes

amountsofscarbonsthesgroundscans
store.sButsthisseffectsisspoorlysunder-
stoodsandsnotsincorporatedsintosmanys
modelssofsfuturesclimate.s
— Alexandra Witze
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ADVERTISEMENT

Concerned persons suggest that unless there is 
an “awakening,” government in America’s small-
government republic will continue being transformed 
into the large-government, progressive ideology. But 
what awakening is powerful enough to halt the pro-
gressive juggernaut of large-government control of 
what people can and cannot do?
The writer would like you to consider that the above awakening to the 
existence of a natural law of right behavior has that power. The law is 
known as nature’s law of absolute right.

For nearly two decades, this behavioral law has 
often been carefully explained in one-page adver-
tisements in several national magazines and newspa-
pers, and on radio broadcasts. There is also a Website 
where people worldwide can learn how to get out of 
trouble, stay out of trouble, and start a new life.

This natural law exerts the power of life and death 
for every person alive today as is evidenced by the 
untold trillions of those people who had previously 
populated this planet.

“How?” you ask. Creation’s law of absolute right 
states: Right action gets right results; wrong action 
gets wrong results. The law defines right action as 
thoughts and behavior that are rational and honest 
and fill the need of each situation.

Therefore, people’s motivation consisting of man-
made laws, judgments, beliefs, likes and dislikes, 
wants and don’t wants does not conform to creation’s 
law of absolute right, and when wrong results occur, 
people do not look to themselves.

Laws of nature never play favorites. People obey 
natural laws or they suffer the consequences. That is 
the awakening information for this generation. And 
if some people choose to ignore nature’s behavioral 
law, eventually their wrong action will cause an eter-
nal sleep from which there has been no awakening.

WHOEVER OR WHATEVER IS THE CREATOR 
revealed this behavioral law to the mind of Richard W. 
Wetherill in 1929 in answer to his fervent appeal for 
an understanding of humanity’s plight. And although 
Wetherill took no credit for identifying this law, his 
efforts to inform people of the flaw in their approach 
to life met with an almost impenetrable wall of re-
sistance and opposition until he published his book, 

Tower of Babel, on January 2, 1952. Then small study 
groups were formed near several large cities in Amer-
ica. Later all the members who were able to relocate 
came together under Wetherill’s direction in south-
eastern Pennsylvania.

So much for a brief history of the group that now 
brings you the good news of the law of absolute right, 
and the awakening that it brings to a world popula-
tion in deep trouble and chaos.

A few centuries ago the Founding Fathers of 
America did their best to establish a country ruled in 
a God-fearing way by representatives of the people. 
Newcomers from other countries who were willing 
to be governed by its Constitution and Bill of Rights 
were welcomed. Over the years, people came in 
droves. Now the divergence of thinking about wheth-
er the country should be transformed is causing much 
turmoil and confusion for the populace.

There is only one solution: everybody must obey 
creation’s law of absolute right or suffer the con-
sequences of disobedience to whoever or whatever 
is the creator of natural laws and all that exists of 
planet Earth.

Visit our colorful Website www.alphapub.com where 
several essays and seven books describe the changes 
called for by whoever or whatever created nature’s 
law of absolute right. The material can be read, down-
loaded, and/or printed FREE.
This public-service message is from a self-financed, 
nonprofit group of former students of the late Mr. 
Wetherill. Please help by directing others to our Web-
site so that they can learn that obeying this natural law 
provides a life that is both fair and well worth living.

Richard W. Wetherill
1906-1989

A d v e r t i s e m e n t

_p29.indd   1 11/4/10   5:17 PM
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to a heightened risk of broken bones, 
bacterial infections and a few rare con-
ditions. Other research suggests that  
weaning oneself off unnecessarily pre-
scribed PPIs can be difficult and can 
cause, of all things, heartburn. These 
potential drawbacks are forcing regula-
tors to rethink labeling on the drugs and 
leading doctors to reevaluate prescribing 
PPIs for some patients.

Although long-term use of PPIs can 
carry risks, none compares to the con-
sequences of untreated reflux disease. 
The stomach acid that digests food and 
keeps bacteria at bay is highly corrosive. 
While the durable stomach usually with-
stands acid’s violence, the esophagus, 
which runs from the mouth to stomach, 
is supremely vulnerable. When a leaky 
valve allows acid to splash up from the 
stomach, the result is acid reflux. Left 
untreated, it can cause esophageal scar-
ring and even cancer. 

The new findings suggest doctors 
and patients must better ascertain who 
really needs PPIs, says David Metz, a 
gastroenterologist at the University 
of Pennsylvania School of Medicine in 
Philadelphia. “The aim is to use thera-
peutics to make people better, with a 
risk-benefit ratio that’s appropriate. We 
don’t want to overtreat people who don’t 
need PPIs or undertreat people who do.”

Bad to the bone
Topping the list of PPI drawbacks is the 
specter of bone fractures. Metz and col-
leagues reported in the Journal of the 
American Medical Association in 2006 
that people who had been taking a PPI for 
more than a year had a 30 to 60 percent 
increased risk of hip fracture over those 
not taking acid blockers. A higher dose of 
PPIs boosted the risk to more than dou-
ble. A Danish study, published the same 
year in Calcified Tissue International, also 
found that PPIs increased the risk of a 
broken hip by about half. 

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
earlier this year slapped a fracture warn-
ing label on PPIs, both prescribed and 
over-the-counter, citing these and four 
other studies that showed an increase of 
fractures in people using the drugs.

While scientists are still sorting out 
how PPIs might affect bone, some theo-
rize that acid is needed to dissolve calcium 
compounds, making calcium available in 
the blood and thus to the bone. 

Another risk linked to PPIs is bac-
terial infection. Hospitalized patients 
getting a daily PPI are more likely to 
contract a Clostridium difficile bacterial 
infection than are people not taking any 
acid blockers, Harvard Medical School 
pulmonologist Michael Howell and col-
leagues reported in the May 10 Archives 
of Internal Medicine. Those getting the 
drugs more than once a day faced double 
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In the arms race against heartburn, 
one class of drug outperforms the 
competition by going straight to the 
source. The proton pump inhibitors, 

PPIs for short, block acid manufacture 
at the subcellular level. In contrast, acid 
reflux drugs such as Tums and Maalox 
neutralize the acid. Others, like Zantac 
and Tagamet, slow down its production 
by blocking the histamine 2-receptor.  
PPIs do require a day or two to start sup-
pressing the symptoms of acid reflux. 
But once PPIs kick in, they put out the 
fire with stunning efficiency. 

“No question about it. They are far 
more effective than anything we had 
before,” says Randolph Regal, a clinical 
pharmacist at the University of Michi-
gan in Ann Arbor.

When PPIs first hit the market in the 
1980s, the acid-blocking pills — sold as 
Nexium, Prilosec and Aciphex, among 
other brand names — looked like won-
der drugs. Since then, U.S. sales of PPIs 
have grown to roughly $14 billion a year.

But PPIs now risk becoming a victim 
of their own success. Several reports 
indicate these drugs are overprescribed, 
often in hospitals and to older patients. 
And other studies suggest that long-term 
use of the best-ever drugs for dousing 
heartburn carries its own risks. PPIs have 
accumulated a rap sheet linking them 

Wonder drugs they may be, but PPIs are 
overprescribed and pose some health risks
By Nathan Seppa

It’s 
enough to 
give you

HEARTBURN

36%
Not on PPI

25%
On PPI 

(medically 
needed)

39%
On PPI 
(no clear 
medical 
reason)

Unnecessary risk among other concerns, 
ppis have been linked to infection with the  
bacterium Clostridium difficile. in one hospital, 
a team identified 138 patients with C. difficile. 
of these, 88 were on a ppi, though only 34 had 
a clear medical reason for taking the reflux drug.

source: m.n. choudhry et al/QJM 2008

PPI use in C. difficile–infected patients
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to triple the risk that nonusers did.
Most cases of C. difficile, which can 

cause severe diarrhea, erupt in hospitals.  
PPIs lower stomach acidity, allowing 
C. difficile in the gut to survive when it 
wouldn’t otherwise, Howell says. The 
microbes travel downstream, where they 
release toxins that cause the diarrhea.

Other microbes may survive as well, 
possibly causing pneumonia if they get 
splashed up into the esophagus and 
breathed into the lungs. A separate study 
by Howell’s team showed a link between 
hospital-acquired pneumonia and PPI 
use, with the drugs raising the odds of 
infection by 10 to 40 percent.  

Less certain but also raising concern 
is whether PPIs interfere with B12 vita-
min levels and with the activity of some 
drugs. Early reports suggested problems 
with PPI use and a particular anticlot-
ting medication called clopidogrel, or 
Plavix, but more recent data have cast 
doubt on that link. 

Too many ’scripts
Not everyone agrees that the risks are 
as worrisome as these studies suggest. 
David Johnson, a gastroenterologist at 
Eastern Virginia Medical School in Nor-
folk, says that some other studies haven’t 
found any risk from PPI use, and that 
many studies fail to take into account the 
risk run by a patient who stops taking a 
PPI. “If you only look at one side, it’s not 
a balanced assessment,” Johnson says.

He also questions why people with 
pernicious anemia, who make very little 
stomach acid, aren’t beset by C. difficile 
infections or pneumonia. “And their 
bones should just crumble,” he says, if 
acid suppression is deleterious. “It just 
doesn’t make sense.” 

The absolute risk of the medical prob-
lems linked to use of PPIs — the likelihood 
that a given individual will encounter 
one — is small. In the study by Metz and 
his colleagues, for example, it works out 
to four broken hips per 1,000 people 
using PPIs for more than a year. That’s up 
from two per 1,000 nonusers, calculates  
Hye-Kyung Jung of Ewha Womans Uni-
versity in Seoul, South Korea. 

“But we ended up giving PPIs to 

everybody,” counters Howell,  
and that multiplies the pop-
ulation at risk. There were 
119.4 million prescriptions for 
PPIs dispensed in 2009 in the 
United States, according to IMS 
Health, a Norwalk, Conn.–based 
research firm. And that doesn’t 
include over-the-counter sales.

Hospital prescribing of acid 
neutralizers started in the 1970s 
when doctors realized that the 
practice could prevent the 
stress-induced bleeding ulcers 
that plague patients in intensive 
care units and are exacerbated 
by stomach acid. (Easing the 
symptoms of stomach ulcers is 
considered a valid medical use 
of PPIs today.)

A Canadian study in 1994 
had shown that such stomach 
bleeding was rare in hospital-
ized patients who didn’t have 
respiratory failure or a defect 
in the blood’s clotting ability. 
But six years later, Yale University sci-
entists reported that many patients at 
low risk of developing a stomach bleed 
were being placed on PPIs or other acid-
blockers anyway. 

Research done at the University of 
Michigan Hospital revealed that most 
acid-suppressing drug prescriptions 
doled out by the hospital’s doctors were 
inappropriate — the patients didn’t have 
acid reflux and weren’t at risk of stomach 
bleeding. And a 2006 study from New 
Zealand found that four in 10 hospital 
patients were on PPIs inappropriately. 
What’s more, people are often sent home 
from the hospital with a prescription for 
a PPI, and they fill it. “A lot of people just 
go on the medication they are prescribed 
and don’t ask questions,” says Regal. 

On the rebound
Giving people PPIs when they don’t need 
them may result in PPI rebound, Swed-
ish scientists report. Pharmacist Anna 
Niklasson and colleagues at the Univer-
sity of Gothenburg randomly assigned  
48 healthy volunteers without acid reflux 
to receive either a PPI or a placebo for 

28 days. By standard scoring of 
stomach distress, both groups 
started with very little heart-
burn. One week after treatment 
ended, however, stomach dis-
tress rose dramatically in those 
who had been on PPIs but not 
in the others. And 11 of the 25 
on PPIs complained of stomach 
problems afterward, compared 
with only two of 23 on a placebo. 

“The stomach tries to com-
pensate for the decrease in acid 
secretion that PPI medication 
leads to,” says Niklasson. “So 
when patients stop their PPIs, 

they have an up-regulated capacity.” The 
effect seems to last only two weeks, but 
may explain why even people inappropri-
ately prescribed PPIs could have trouble 
stopping them, she says.

Despite these reports, pharmaceutical 
firms continue to promote PPIs actively. 
Internist Mitchell Katz, director of pub-
lic health for the city of San Francisco, 
says the drugs are being marketed to 
young adults. He cites a commercial on 
the Internet that shows young people 
going out on the town, discussing taking 
a PPI in anticipation of possible heart-
burn later. “I think PPIs have become 
more of a lifestyle drug. People don’t 
really understand the risks,” Katz says. 

PPIs continue to be the best drug for 
acid reflux. “Many people will need to 
take them,” says researcher Shelly Gray 
of the University of Washington in Seat-
tle. “But some people take PPIs who could 
manage with changes in lifestyle or with 
a less potent heartburn medication.” s 

Explore more
s m. katz. “Failing the acid test.” Archives 

of Internal Medicine. may 10, 2010.

sources: saad et Al/Int. J. of ClIn. PrACtICe
2005; grant et Al/PhArMACy World & SCIenCe
2006; batuwitage et Al/PoStgrAd. Med. J. 2007; 
pham et Al/AnnAlS of PhArMACotherAPy 2006

Ireland
48 patients

67%
33%

Wales
66 patients

45% 55%

U.S. (Michigan)
152 patients

31%
69%

New Zealand
58 patients

40%
60%

on ppis with valid medical reason

on ppis with no valid medical reason

Global overprescribing Four 
hospital-based studies highlight the 
common practice of prescribing ppis 
to patients even when the patients 
don’t need the heartburn drugs.
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Death in a Small
Package
Susan D. Jones
Part of the Johns 
Hopkins Biographies 
of Disease series, 
this history of anthrax 

describes the bacteria’s transforma-
tion from agricultural disease to  
biological weapon. Johns Hopkins 
Univ., 2010, 329 p., $24.95.

Lenin’s Laureate
Paul R. Josephson
A historian explores 
Soviet science in this 
biography of Zhores 
Alferov, who won a 
Nobel Prize for dis-

covering the heterojunction used in 
LEDs. MIT, 2010, 307 p., $29.95.

The Species Seekers
Richard Conniff
Tales relate the adven-
tures of early natural-
ists who risked life and 
limb in the quest to 
discover new species. 

W.W. Norton, 2010, 464 p., $26.95.

Leonardo da Vinci’s 
Giant Crossbow
Matthew Landrus
A da Vinci expert takes 
a technical look at the 
design and engineer-

ing underlying one of the artist’s most 
popular but least understood draw-
ings. Springer, 2010, 180 p., $59.95.

The Best American 
Science Writing 2010
Jerome Groopman, ed.
Highlights some of the 
most intriguing sci-
ence articles of 2009, 
including a tale of sex-

ual evolution by Science News’ Susan 
Milius. Ecco, 2010, 346 p., $14.99. 

The 4 Percent Universe: Dark
Matter, Dark Energy and the Race
to Discover the Rest of Reality
Richard Panek
Twelve years ago, astronomers studying 
distant, exploding stars made a discov-
ery that irrevocably altered humankind’s 
view of the universe. Most scientists had 
assumed that the universe’s expansion, 
which began during the Big Bang, had 
steadily slowed due to gravity. But the 
astronomers found that the cosmos was 
instead expanding faster; gravity had 
somehow transformed from a cosmic 
pull into a cosmic push. 

The unseen stuff supplying this mys-
terious push has come to be called dark 
energy. Together, dark energy and dark 
matter, the invisible material that sci-
entists say must exist to explain galaxy 
formation, make up most of the universe. 
Left over is a measly 4 percent to form 
everything else, like people and planets .

In his aptly titled book, science writer 
Panek writes eloquently about the 
mind-bending search for meaning in a 
universe dominated by stuff no one can 
see. Panek weaves together concepts 

Shark: In Peril in the Sea
David Owen
It’s a sure sign of evolution: Sharks, 
dominant predators on Earth for mil-
lions of years, are now threatened by 
humans. In the past few decades shark 
populations have plummeted and the 
very traits that long helped prevent 
the beasts from overpopulating the 
seas — low birthrates, slow growth and a 
late arrival at sexual maturity — hinder 

their recovery from 
the depredations 
of overfishing, pol-
lution and habitat 
destruction. 

Owen, a Tasma-
nian author who has 
also demystified that 
island’s famous devil, 

takes a fascinating look at the biology of 
sharks, from the smallest (the 19-centi-
meter-long dwarf lanternshark) to the 
whale shark, the world’s largest fish. He 

from particle physics, relativity, quan-
tum mechanics and cosmology with 
personal portraits of astronomers. Vera 
Rubin, a pioneer in gathering evidence 
of dark matter, and various players in 
the discovery of dark energy are seen as 
they alternately scratch their heads at 
astonishing findings and bitterly squab-
ble over who was first to announce them.

In the end, the leg-
acy of dark-energy 
theory “wouldn’t be 
personal acrimony,” 
Panek writes. “It 
would be the revolu-
tion in thought that 
dark energy man-
dated. Almost cer-

tainly this revolution would require the 
long-awaited union of general relativity 
and quantum theory. It might involve 
modifying Einstein’s equations. It could 
feature parallel, intersecting or a virtu-
ally infinite ensemble of universes.…
What greater legacy could a scientist 
leave a universe?” — Ron Cowen
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2011, 
320 p., $26.

bookshelf

also explores the complex relationship 
between man and shark. Sure, we eat 
each other, but the body count is horri-
bly lopsided. While sharks attack only a 
few dozen people each year, the annual 
shark catch routinely tips the scale in 
the hundreds of thousands of tons. 

In large part due to the violent nature 
of their attacks — which often come 
literally out of the blue — sharks have 
long inspired fear and fascination. The 
1975 blockbuster Jaws tapped into 
that primal fear but also demonized 
great white sharks and, via guilt by 
association, many other species. Yet, 
Owen notes, much good came from the 
film. It inspired scientific interest in 
sharks and their relatives and spawned 
shark conservation efforts worldwide. 
Shark is a captivating portrait of crea-
tures that have too long been unfairly 
maligned as malevolent, mindless eat-
ing machines. — Sid Perkins
Allen & Unwin, 2010, 328 p., $27.95.

How to Order To order these books or others, 
visit www.sciencenews.org/bookshelf. A click on 
a book’s title will transfer you to Amazon.com. 
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Superfluid’s roots
I’m confused. A little. I thought that 
a Bose-Einstein condensate occurred 
only in a gas and that the first time it 
was achieved was in 1995 using rubid-
ium atoms. “A matter of solidity” (SN: 
9/11/10, p. 22) states, “Superfluidity 
arises when the atoms in superfluid 
helium join up in a quantum state 
called a Bose-Einstein condensate.” 
Further reading leads me to believe 
that the quoted statement may not be 
accurate. Are the helium atoms just 
behaving similar to a Bose-Einstein 
condensate?

By the way, just so you can add me to 
any demographic data, I’m a machin-
ist, typical blue-collar, 54 years old and 
have been reading Science News since I 
was about 10 years old. 
Eric R. Snow, Whidbey Island, Wash.

Bose-Einstein condensation, in which 
atoms lose their individual identity  
and begin to move as a collective 
quantum mass, was indeed observed 
experimen tally for the first time in 1995 
in supercooled rubidium atoms. But it 
was proposed theoretically in the 1920s 
and, soon after superfluidity was dis-
covered in liquid helium in the 1930s, 
researchers argued that Bose-Einstein 
condensation could be the explanation. 
Today scientists think that superfluid-
ity is associated with a more generalized 
version of Bose-Einstein condensation as 
laid out in the 1950s by Oliver Penrose. 
— Alexandra Witze

The source for science news
I really liked chief editor Tom Siegfried’s 
column in Science News (“Staying on the 
lookout for rumors disguised as news,” 
SN: 9/25/10, p. 2) about “lax report-
ing” in science journalism nowadays 
and how your magazine tries to fight 
that tendency. I thought, “This is why 
I read Science News” — your content is 
trustworthy, and I’m an interested (in 
science) layperson (which doesn’t mean 
professional scientists can’t read SN). 
The Internet makes it easy for inaccura-
cies to become global. Tom mentioned 

decreases? (Perhaps the physics inside 
a black hole is different from outside 
the hole.)

Could this explain why at the birth of 
our universe entropy was very low?
Don Wilfong, San Ramon, Calif.

I enjoyed the article on the potential 
for entropic roots to gravitation. Only 
very occasionally are there real break-
throughs in theoretical thinking; this 
could be one of them, once it’s fleshed 
out. It also looks like a very promising 
lead toward an approach to a grand  
unified theory, something which  
Einstein sought. But I think the most 
promising aspect of this approach is 
that it might eliminate the need for 
the phantasmagorical “dark energy.” 
The search for dark energy has grated 
on my amateur theoretical instincts 
for years, as it represents a “correc-
tion factor” for the incorrectness of 
our theories. We should be looking 
to improve our theories, not looking 
for correction factors. (Einstein him-
self disliked these.) Dark energy has 
always reminded me of phlogiston, or 
the ether. It’s good to see an approach 
being explored that does not require it.
Tom DuBois, Glens Falls, N.Y.

Kudos to Tom Siegfried for an essay 
on a topic requiring deep thought that 
is understandable to laymen. Decades 
ago I majored in physics and have since 
then been annoyed with the “discovery” 
of every new particle, force, string and  
fabricated explanation that just seemed 
to make a unifying concept more dis-
tant. This “primacy of information 
over matter and energy” conjecture 
is unique and profound as this report 
describes so many aspects of reality that 
seem to be mathematically consistent. 
Maybe someday it will be confirmed, 
and if so, perhaps we’ll learn that this 
primacy of “information” is consistent 
with “intelligence.”
Greg Tullo, Raleigh, N.C.

a blogger who thought Heisenberg’s 
famous uncertainty principle had been 
overturned. No, not yet (if ever). Tom 
describes how SN writer Laura Sanders 
got to the truth of the matter (Deleted 
Scenes blog, SN Online: 8/5/10). I 
humorously offer an informational  
correlate to Heisenberg’s quantum 
uncertainty: If it’s not in Science News, 
be wary (uncertain).
Paul Rizzuto, Orange, N.J.

The September 25 issue was excellent, 
especially the volcanoes (“Fire and 
ice,” SN: 9/25/10, p. 16) and wheat rust 
(“Rust never sleeps,” SN: 9/25/10, p. 22) 
articles, the latter of which explained 
the whole situation in prose that was 
clear as a bell.

I found the article about general  
relativity and thermodynamics (“A new 
view of gravity,” SN: 9/25/10, p. 26) 
intriguing and frustrating: Clearly 
the math is so complex that only a 
small number of humans can really 
grasp these theories. My thanks to the 
author for making it as clear as he could 
without using any equations, but the 
surface nature of the explanation is 
obvious to the reader, and I’m sure to 
the author too. 

Regarding the editorial, I don’t 
bother reading or listening to the regu-
lar media, Internet sites or anybody 
else reporting announcements of new 
progress in science. I just wait for the 
article in Science News to explain what 
really happened. Thanks, you are doing 
a great job.
Park Chamberlain, via e-mail

Entropic gravity
“A new view of gravity” (SN: 9/25/10, 
p. 26) was a wonderful article on both 
gravity and entropy! I’m no scientist, 
but I have always wondered if entropy 
really is at its peak inside a black 
hole. Could the unbelievable grav-
ity in a black hole force matter into 
an organized state, and thus into an 
extremely low state of entropy? Or, 
when information “enters” a black hole 
the entropy of our universe increases 
but the entropy inside the black hole 

feedback
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“Science is a voyage of discovery and Katy 
Börner has provided its first atlas. This excellent 
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(MIT Press)
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comment

Christina Smolke

An engineer teaches her colleagues to share their toys
biology. This is a really different way of 
thinking about things within the realm 
of biotechnology. Biotechnology has 
traditionally been and is still heavily 
dependent on patents, on trade secrets, 
on a lot of people being less interested 
in sharing their work. So this is a defi-

nite culture shift for  
the broader biological 
research community. 

What is Open Wet Ware?
Open Wet Ware is 
basically a Web-based  
community interface that 
allows people to contrib-
ute information and share 
information. A lot of the 
memberships are research 
laboratories, and people 
can post a question 
and share information 
about protocols that they 
are using, what they find is 
working and what doesn’t 
work. So it’s a way for a 
community of people 
working on similar things 
to share their knowledge. 

What about iGEM?
iGEM is an undergradu-

ate competition, and the basic idea is 
you have teams of students from dif-
ferent universities working over the 
summer on designing and building a 
biological system. And the real meat of 
it is you have this parts registry, which 
consists of parts contributed by teams 
of previous years. So teams this year 
can take those parts and reuse them 
and build upon all the knowledge base 
that came before that.... As you begin 
to piece parts together, you can build 
more complex functions.... So the idea 
is you take these more simple compo-
nents that encode basic functions and 
start linking them and integrate the 
different pieces together. s

In her synthetic biology lab at Stanford, 
Christina Smolke designs circuits and 
switches using biological components, 
work that may lead to yeast that crank 
out medicines or ways to reprogram the 
immune system. Winner of the 2009 
World Technology Award in biotech-
nology for doing work of “the greatest 
likely long-term significance” in her 
field, Smolke is also involved with several 
open-science initiatives designed to help 
scientists work together more effectively. 
She recently discussed her research and 
open-science efforts with Science News 
staff writer Rachel Ehrenberg.

Is your research about creating new
things or mimicking what nature does?
We’re often trying to mimic something 
that can be found in nature, but we 
are trying to do it in a different con-
text. Biology is very good at producing 
very complex molecules that have very 
interesting bioactive properties that 
we use as drugs to treat different types 
of disease. Many times the organisms 
that do these very interesting chemical 
processes are things like trees or cor-
als that are not easy to grow, or take a 
longer time and more resources and 
energy to grow. So an alternative to 
trying to develop large-scale methods 
for growing the natural organism is 
to elucidate the chemistries that are 
encoded in these organisms and then 
harness them and put them into sim-
pler organisms, like bacteria or yeast, 
that grow very quickly and that we have 
infrastructure in place to grow in very 
large volumes. 

What are the risks? Could this work
help terrorists make anthrax?
No, but I think it’s very important to 
acknowledge that there are legitimate 
concerns. But there are concerns with 
any technology, right? Technologies are 
important because they advance our 
existence, our quality of life, but they 

also can be misused. With synthetic 
biology in particular, the concerns are 
more ... to make it easier and more scal-
able to build biological systems. And 
so if that goal is realized and people 
can start building new organisms from 
scratch, which is certainly not possible 
right now ... it is important 
to think about and put 
appropriate regulations in 
place. There will always be 
people who are looking to 
misuse technology, and so 
I think what’s important as 
a global society is to really 
encourage the healthy 
and constructive devel-
opment of communities 
around those technolo-
gies, the researchers that 
are developing those 
technologies and also the 
users of those technolo-
gies. And the more of that 
we have ... then the fewer 
people you have work-
ing on the misuses. It’s 
important to note that the 
technologies themselves 
will be used to counter 
misuse as well. So with 
the anthrax example, you 
could use technology to develop very 
sensitive methods of detection.

You’re involved in several open-science
initiatives including Open Wet Ware 
and iGEM, the International Genetically 
Engineered Machine competition. What 
is open science and why is it needed?
There are certain people in the com-
munity that recognize ... that building 
out open technology platforms is the 
way you really advance the field, and 
this is certainly borne out in other areas 
of technology like computer science.  
So the initiatives were started by a com-
munity of people who were trying to 
cultivate that culture within synthetic 

Biotechnology 
has 

traditionally 
been and  

is still heavily 
dependent 
on ... a lot 
of people 
being less 

interested in 
sharing  

their work.

For more comment, visit columns
at www.sciencenews.org
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1. What is Buddhism?
2. India at the Time of the Buddha
3. The Doctrine of Reincarnation
4. The Story of the Buddha
5. All Is Suffering
6. The Path to Nirvana
7. The Buddhist Monastic   
 Community
8. Buddhist Art and Architecture
9. Theravada Buddhism in  
 Southeast Asia
10. Mahayana Buddhism and the  
 Bodhisattva Ideal
11. Celestial Buddhas and   
 Bodhisattvas
12. Emptiness

13. Buddhist Philosophy
14. Buddhist Tantra
15. The Theory and Practice  
 of the Mandala
16. The “First Diffusion of the   
 Dharma” in Tibet
17. The Schools of Tibetan Buddhism
18. The Dalai Lama
19. The Origins of Chinese Buddhism
20. The Classical Period  
 of Chinese Buddhism
21. The Origins of Japanese   
 Buddhism
22. Honen, Shinran and Nichiren
23. Zen
24. Buddhism in America 

Buddhism

Explore the History of Buddhism
In its 2,500-year history, Buddhism has expanded from a tiny reli-
gious community in northern India into a movement that now spans 
the globe. Buddhism is your opportunity to trace the history, prin-
ciples, and evolution of a theology that is both familiar and foreign. 
These 24 lectures are a historical survey of Buddhism, from its ori-
gin in India in the 6th century B.C.E. to its present status as a major 
world religion.

Professor Malcolm David Eckel—winner of the prestigious Met-
calf Award for Teaching Excellence—shows you how the wide-
spread and continuing appeal of Buddhism always comes back to 
stories of the Buddha and of the ways others have lived their lives 
in the attempt to follow his example. Buddhism will introduce you 
to the astonishing vitality and adaptability of a tradition that has 
transformed civilizations.

This course is one of The Great Courses®, a noncredit, recorded col-
lege lecture series from The Teaching Company®. Award-winning 
professors of a wide array of subjects in the sciences and the lib-
eral arts have made more than 300 college-level courses that are  
available now on our website.

Taught by Professor Malcolm David Eckel, Boston University

Lecture Titles

© Corel Stock Photo Library.

1-800-832-2412
www.THEGREATCOURSES.com/7sn

ACT NOW!

Priority Code: 39665

Course No. 550

DVDs $254.95 NOW $69.95

Audio CDs $179.95 NOW $49.95

Buddhism
Course No. 687
24 lectures (30 minutes/lecture)

+ $10 Shipping, Processing, and Lifetime Satisfaction Guarantee

+ $10 Shipping, Processing, and Lifetime Satisfaction Guarantee

Order Today! 
Offer expires Wednesday, February 2, 2011

_c3.indd   1 11/4/10   5:18 PM
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Take the Panic Out of 
Picking Up Your Luggage

After a long fl ight every suitcase starts 
to look the same, which makes 
navigating the anxious crowds at the 
carousel even more nerve-wracking. 
Imagine a word of travel where your 
suitcase actually alerted you as it was 
headed your way on the conveyor belt. 
This Wireless Luggage Locator does 
just that! A patented electronic luggage 
tag features a built-in wireless transmit-
ter and wireless key chain recognition 
device. While you wait at baggage 
claim, your tag will sound, fl ash, and 
vibrate once your suitcase is within 20 
meters of the key chain. Also suitable for 
tracking keys, cell phones, and more.

3200315 .....$24.95
Wireless Luggage Finder

  Like Having Your Own 
Pocket-Sized Scribe

 No more copying down directions and notes or secretly 
tearing that article out of the waiting room magazines! 
Next time you see written material you like or want, 
just scan it to a microSD card, and it’s yours for as long 
as you want it. This device scans documents, photos, 
newspaper or magazine articles, letters, recipes, and 
any reading material. The lightweight unit is the fastest, 
most convenient way to share, archive and organize your 
important documents and archive them, or turn stacks of 
documents into organized digital fi les. Requires two AA 
or 2000mAH batteries, not included.

FREE 
SHIPPING

for Science 
News Subscribers
Use offer code SCINEW10 at checkout

WIRED IN TO WHAT YOU WANT
800.480.4335 • x-tremegeek.com
WIRED IN TO WHAT YOU WANT
800.480.4335 • x-tremegeek.com

2501941 .. $129.95
  Portable Scanner

 No more copying down directions and notes or secretly 
tearing that article out of the waiting room magazines! 
Next time you see written material you like or want, 
just scan it to a microSD card, and it’s yours for as long 

 Germ-Free Personal Technology
Did you know your cell phone carries more bacteria 
than your shoe? Think about it. When you aren’t 
using it, your phone is on your desk, in your drawer, 
in your purse, or in your pocket; plus it carries germs 
from everything you touch. Then you hold that 
phone to your face and mouth. Yuck! This cell phone 
sanitizer is the fi rst of its kind, allowing you to destroy 
99.9% of surface bacteria, while keeping your 
technology safe. Proven germicidal UV light is the 
power behind the sanitization. And, it’s easy to use. 
Just take off the silver cover and place your device 
inside – it starts sanitizing automatically. In under 
fi ve minutes, the pulsating light strip shuts off and 
your device is fully sanitized. Works with any smart 
phone, headset, or MP3 player. Operates on three 
AA alkaline batteries, not included.   

 Simultaneously 
Charge Up to 3 
Devices
Ideal for your offi ce, home, or 
desktop, this convenient charg-
ing solution saves space and 
time. No more counters cluttered 
with wires, and no more waiting 
for one device to fi nish charging 
before you plug in the next. The 
three independent chargers 
in this one singular unit come 
with six tips to support charging of more than 75% of mobile devices, including Pod-
iPhone, microUSB, miniUSB, Nokia 2, Samsung 4, and Sony Ericsson2. Statin also 
features a self-regulating power supply. AC Output: 85-240 VAC, 2A; 50/60 Hz. DC 
Output: up to 10, 5W. Size: 110 x 169 x 32 mm; Weight: 285 g.

3200369 .....$49.95
IDAPT i3 Charging Station

 A Bubble Show in 
Light or Dark
Create a magical, end-
less stream of bubbles 
accompanied by streaks of 
colored light that illuminate 
each shiny bubble as it fl oats 
through the air. With this 
fun bubble shooter, you can 
combine a bubble show with 
a light show for entertainment 
night and day. Easy to use, 
this refi llable shooter, comes 
with batteries and bubble solution, so it’s ready to use right out of the box. Any 
bubble solution will work with this bubbleizer.

CHOKING HAZARD – Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

3152246 .......$9.95
Light-Up Bubbleizer

Exercise Your 
Demolition Demons
Ever since you fi rst knocked down your 
little brother’s wooden block tower, you 
knew knocking down stuff was fun. In this 
game, it’s the object! Players take turns 
building a tower while all opponents try to 
destroy it using a catapult, pendulum, or 
ramp. Not only does it combine destructive 
entertainment with suspense, but this game is 
also educational. That’s right – as you plan your 
attacks you’re using knowledge of math, engineering, logic, simple machines, and 
more. Game board folds up for easy storage and transport on all your game night 
outings and family trips. For 2-4 players. Recommended for ages 8 and up.

3200134 .....$64.95
Destruct 3 Board Game

CHOKING HAZARD – Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

3200409 .....$49.95
Violight Cell Phone Sanitizer
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